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Abstract

Dynamic problems concern whether one can quickly maintain some pro-
perties of an input data undergoing some updates. So far, popular ways to ar-
gue about their difficulties have been to either (i) prove information-theoretic
lower bounds in the cell- or bit-probe models or (ii) prove conditional lower
bounds based on various assumptions. In this paper, we explore a traditional
approach in the static setting centering around the notions of nondeterminism
and completeness. We establish an analogue of NP-completeness for dynamic
problems in the bit- or cell-probe models, and use it to explain the hardness
of various dynamic problems.

In more details, consider polynomial-time dynamic algorithms as those
that can handle each update in time polynomial in the update size. This
captures the sought-for update time for many dynamic problems, such as
the polylogarithmic update time for graphs undergoing edge updates. With
this notion, one can define Pdy and NPdy as analogues of P and NP for
dynamic problems in the bit-probe model (where the time denotes the number
of memory accesses).1 The complexity class at the center of our study is
called rankNPdy, which is an analogue of NP in the bit-probe model with
some mild restrictions. It is a huge class that includes a number of natural
and hard dynamic problems, such as connectivity, approximate matching,
planar nearest neighbor, and triangle detection.

Our main result is that a problem called dynamic narrow DNF evalua-
tion is rankNPdy-complete in the sense that it is in rankNPdy and if it is in
Pdy, then so are all problems in rankNPdy. Since it turns out that dynamic

1Since we do not focus on the precise time, it does not make much difference whether one
consider bit-probe or cell-probe models (where each cell is typically of size O(log n)); in particular
Pdy and NPdy remain the same. Note that we only consider the worst-case update time in this
paper, and not the amortized one.
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DNF evaluation is equivalent to a dynamic version of the Orthogonal Vec-
tor problem, it follows that many natural dynamic graph problems such as
approximate diameter, subgraph connectivity, maximum flow, and in fact all
problems proven to be SETH-hard by Abboud and V.-Williams [FOCS 2014],
are rankNPdy-hard. In other words, unless Pdy = rankNPdy, these problems do
not admit polynomial-time dynamic algorithms in the bit-probe model (thus
in the RAM model as well). In the RAM model, the same can be proven for
algorithms with large enough preprocessing time and space, and additionally
lower bounds for dynamic DNF evaluation can be proven from SETH and the
OMv conjecture.
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1 Introduction

In dynamic problems, an input instance is given to an algorithm to preprocess, and
after the preprocessing the algorithm has to quickly handle a sequence of updates
to the input. For example, for the graph connectivity problem [HK99, KKM13],
an n-node graph G is given to an algorithm to preprocess. Then the algorithm has
to answer whether G is connected or not after each edge insertion and deletion to
G. Some dynamic problems also consider queries. For example, in the connectivity
problem an algorithm may be queried whether two nodes are in the same connected
component or not. Since queries can be phrased as input updates themselves, we
will focus only on updates in this paper; see Section 2 for formal definitions and
examples. Algorithms to handle dynamic problems are called dynamic algorithms,
and the time they need to handle the initial input and the updates in the worst-
case are called preprocessing time and update time, respectively. Note that many
algorithms are analyzed in terms of amortized update time. We do not consider
such update time in this paper.

Dynamic algorithms have been studied since essentially when algorithms were
studied. A well known example is the binary search tree which can handle each
insertion and deletion of items to and from a set S, and answer whether an item is
in S in O(log |S|) time (e.g. AVL-trees [AVL62]). This and other efficient dynamic
algorithms, such as priority queues, disjoint-set data structures, dynamic range
searching and link/cut trees have led to many efficient static algorithms (where there
are no updates) and many other applications. Many dynamic problems, however,
remain unsolved. A famous example is the connectivity problem: whether there
is a deterministic polylogarithmic (worst-case) update time for this problem is an
active, unsettled, line of research (e.g. [Fre85, EGIN92, HK99, HdLT98, Tho00,
PD04, PT07, KKM13, Wul17, NS17, NSW17]). Other graph problems that are not
known to admit polylogarithmic update time include approximate shortest paths,
diameter, matching, min-cut, max-flow, etc. (See e.g. [Tho01, San07].) Given
that some of these problems seem rather difficult, how can one argue that these
problems do not admit efficient algorithms?

A traditionally popular approach to answer the question above is via information-
theoretic arguments in the bit- or cell-probe models. These are models of computa-
tion similar to the Random-access machine (RAM), except that all operations are
free except memory accesses2. This approach unfortunately could only give small
lower bounds so far; e.g., only recently a super-logarithmic lower bound for decision
problems can be proven [LWY18]. More recent advances have been proving arguing
lower bounds based on various assumptions, such as the Strong Exponential Time
Hyposis (SETH) and the Online Matrix-Vector Multiplication Conjectures (OMv),
e.g. [Pat10, AW14, HKNS15, AD16]. There is, however, one approach that has
coexisted with dynamic algorithms for a long time and has led to countless exciting

2In more details, The bit-probe model concerns the number of bits accessed, while the cell-
probe model concerns the number of accessed cells, typically of logarithmic size.
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advances in the study of static algorithms, but has not played much role in dynamic
algorithms studies.

We are of course talking about the notion of NP-completeness and the likes,
where we classify problems based on required computational resources and identify a
complete problem, the hardest problem in its class under some reduction. The notion
of completeness have wide-spread impacts across many disciplines. In contrast to
this, we are not aware of any analogue of NP-hardness in the dynamic setting. It
is the goal of this paper to study such notion.

1.1 Formalization: Bit-Probe Model, Pdy and NPdy

As our main result concerns the bit-probe model, we now define relevant complexity
classes in this model. Recall that the bit-probe model is similar to the RAM model,
but the time complexity is measured by the number of memory reads and writes
(“probes”); other operations are free. (See Section 2 for details.) Also recall that
for the purpose of arguing about lower bounds, it is sufficient to do so in this model,
since a lower bound in this model implies a lower bound in the RAM model. Finally,
note that all classes defined on the bit-probe model below (Pdy, NPdy and rankNPdy)
do not change when defined on the cell-probe model with word size O(logn).

We need to first discuss what an analogue of P should mean for dynamic al-
gorithms. We believe that a natural choice is to consider when each update can
be handled in polynomial time in the update size. Here, the update size refers
to the maximum size of the updates the algorithm can possibly get; for example,
for dynamic graph problems where each update is an edge insertion and deletion,
the update size is O(logn), where n is the number of nodes which is usually fixed
throughout the updates. Just like previous works in the bit- or cell-probe model
(e.g. [Mil99]), we do not restrict the preprocessing time (beyond the fact that the
small update time implies that the space used cannot be too large; see Section 3
for further discussions). We let Probe− Pdy (or simply Pdy when it is clear from
the context) denote the class of problems that admit this type of algorithms in the
bit-probe model; see Definition 3.1 for the detailed definition of this class.

For many dynamic problems, being in Pdy means being efficiently solvable in the
bit-probe model. For example, known algorithms for priority queues, disjoint-set
data structures, dynamic range searching and link/cut trees imply that the corre-
sponding problems are in Pdy, and the question “Does a dynamic graph problem X
under edge updates admit a polylogarithmic-update-time algorithm in the bit-probe
model?” can be rephrased as “Is X ∈ Pdy?”. See Table 1 a list of some problems
in Pdy. Note that it can be assumed that the update size is at least logarithmic of
the input size, since it needs to point to update locations in the input.

NPdy: We now discuss one natural analogue of the class NP for dynamic problems
considered in this paper, denoted by Probe− NPdy (or NPdy when the context is
clear). We only discuss this class informally here; see Definition 3.3 for its detailed
definition. Similar to NP in the static setting, NPdy is informally the set of all
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decision dynamic problems such that the “yes” instances have efficiently verifiable
proofs, with the difference being that the proof itself is a dynamic object. Before
getting deeper into the definition, let us first consider an example.

Example 1.1. Consider the dynamic graph connectivity problem, where we want
a polylogarithmic-update-time algorithm to output “yes” when the dynamic n-node
graph G (undergoing edge insertions/deletions) is connected. Additionally, there is
a prover that provides some additional small information to the algorithm during
the updates, but the prover cannot be trusted. Is there a protocol so that (i) if
the prover follows the protocol, then the algorithm outputs “yes” every time G is
connected, and (ii) no matter what the prover does, the algorithm never outputs
“yes” when G is not connected?

If the answer to this question is yes, then we say that the dynamic graph con-
nectivity problem is in NPdy. This is indeed the case. One possible protocol is to
compute a spanning forest T of the input graph during the preprocessing, then ask
the prover to keep updating T so that it remains a spanning forest. It is not hard to
see that at most one edge insertion is needed after each edge update in G3. If the
prover follows this protocol, our algorithm can correctly outputs “yes” whenever T
has n − 1 edges (and thus should be a spanning tree), and “no” otherwise. Using
the fact that we can detect in polylogarithmic time if the prover tries to insert an
edge that causes a cycle in T (using, e.g., link/cut tree or top tree data structures
[ST81, AHdLT05]), it is not hard to see that we can avoid saying “yes” when the
graph is not connected no matter what the prover does.4

The example above can be generalized to the following informal definition of
NPdy: we say that a decision dynamic problem X is in NPdy if there is an efficient
dynamic algorithm V , called “verifier”, and a protocol between a prover and verifier
such that (i) if the prover follows the protocol, then the verifier outputs “yes” at
all yes-instances of X, and (ii) no matter what the prover does, the verifier never
outputs “yes” at no-instances. It might be a fun exercise for readers to show
that the decision/gap versions of the following problems are in NPdy: (1 + ε)-
approximate matching, planar nearest neighbor, and dynamic 3SUM; see Table 2
for their definitions and for other problems in NPdy that are not known to be in
Pdy, and see Appendix A for proofs that they are in NPdy.

To this end, note that clearly Pdy ⊆ NPdy. Given that NPdy contains a large
number of natural problems, many of which are not known to be in Pdy, proving
that Pdy = NPdy will be a major breakthrough5, if possible at all.

3If an edge is T is deleted from G, we can delete it ourselves. There is no need for the prover
to tell us.

4In more details: Two ways that the prover may deviate from the protocol are (i) inserting
an edge to T that causes a cycle in an attempt to fool us that T is a spanning tree, or (ii) not
updating T when an edge can actually be inserted, making T not a spanning forest. The first case
can be detected, and we can keep outputting “no” afterwards. The second case will only cause us
to answer “no” when the graph is connected, but not vice versa.

5This will imply significant improvements over, e.g., cell-probe upper bounds for the uMv
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1.2 The Class rankNPdy and rankNPdy-Completeness

Our main result is the completeness proof for a class between Pdy and NPdy called
rankNPdy. This seems to be a very big class as it contains all natural we know
to be in NPdy so far. Its definition is similar to NPdy, but require the protocol to
be defined by some validity and rank functions over on all possible proofs. Let us
again start with an example.

Example 1.2. Consider the protocol in Example 1.1. It can be interpreted as
being defined by the following validity and rank functions. Recall that possible
proofs that the prover can send to the verifier after each update is an edge update
to T ; i.e. the proof after each update to G is a message telling the verifier to either
insert an edge to T or do nothing.6 We say that a proof is valid if it keeps T as a
(not necessarily spanning) forest. In other words, invalid proofs are edge insertions
that cause a cycle in T . An invalid proof can be detected in polylogarithmic time
by the verifier (using, e.g. link/cut or top-trees). We rank the proofs by putting “do
nothing” last (other proofs can be ordered arbitrarily). Now we say that the prover
follows the protocol if s/he sends a valid proof that is ranked first; in other words,
we ask the prover to “insert an edge to T if possible and otherwise do nothing”
after each update. It it not hard to see that if the prover follows the protocol then
T is always a spanning forest. If s/he does not, either the verifier can detect an
invalid proof and always output “no” afterwards, or T is not a spanning forest. In
either case, the verifier will not output “yes” when G is not connected.

The example above can be generalized to the following informal definition of
rankNPdy (see Definition 5.1 for the detailed definition): We say that a decision
dynamic problem X is in rankNPdy if it admits the following type of protocol. At
any point in time, any proof sent from the prover to the verifier will be marked by
the verifier as valid and invalid. There is a rank function that defines a total order
among all possible proofs that can be sent from the prover (e.g. rank among the
updates to T in Example 1.2). This rank function must be global in the sense that
it does not change over time (in Example 1.2 inserting an edge is always preferred
over doing nothing). We say that the prover follows the protocol defined by this
validity and rank functions if s/he sends to the verifier the first valid proof. We
want the same constraints as for NPdy to hold with this type of protocol; i.e. (i) if
the prover follows the protocol, then the verifier outputs “yes” at all yes-instances
of X, and (ii) no matter what the prover does, the verifier never outputs “yes” at
no-instances. Examples of problems in rankNPdy (which are all we know to be in
NPdy) are in Table 2.

problem in [LW17] and communication complexity of the disjointness problem by [CEEP12] in
the 3-party model of [Pat10]. Moreover, this also implies that the hope to extend the cell-probe
lower bounds for the multiphase problem and the uMv problem in restricted settings by [CGL15]
and [CKL17] to the unrestricted one is impossible.

6Again, the verifier can delete an edge from T him/herself; see Footnote 3.
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Our Main Result: rankNPdy-Completeness/Hardness. Our main result is
the rankNPdy-completeness of the following problem called dynamic narrow DNF
evaluation problem (in short, DNFdy; details in Definition 7.1): Initially, we are
given to preprocess (i) an m-clause n-variables DNF formula7 where each clause
contains O(polylog(m)) literals, and (ii) (boolean) values of variables. Each update
is a change of the value of one variable. After each update, we have to answer
whether the DNF formula is true or false.

It is not hard to see that this problem is in rankNPdy: the proof is simply a
pointer to the clause that is true. A naive algorithm for this problem is to keep
track of the values of all clauses, but this may take a long update time if the
updated variable is in many clauses. If this problem is in Pdy, then it will have a
much faster algorithm, that with polylogarithmic update time. Our proof that it
is rankNPdy-complete implies that this might be unlikely:

Theorem 1.3. (Details in Section 7) If DNFdy ∈ Pdy, then Pdy = rankNPdy.

To formally state what rankNPdy-completeness really means, we need more de-
finitions (e.g. the notion of Pdy-reduction (cf. Definition 4.1)). We defer this to
later sections.

Corollary 1.4. All problems in Table 3 (e.g. approximate diameter, subgraph
connectivity and maximum flow) are rankNPdy-hard. In other words, unless Pdy =
rankNPdy, these problems are not in Pdy.

Note that lower bounds (in RAM) for problems in Table 3 were already known
by assuming SETH [AW14]. Our rankNPdy-hardness results suggest that these
problems might not admit efficient dynamic algorithms even in the bit-probe model.
The proof of Table 3 simply follows from observing that DNFdy is equivalent to a
dynamic version of the Orthogonal Vector (OV) problem, which we call OVdy (cf.
Definition 7.7), and that all reductions in [AW14] are indeed reductions from OVdy
or problems reducible from OVdy.

1.3 Back to RAM
One can define complexity classes similar to Probe− Pdy, Probe− NPdy, and Probe− rankNPdy,
in the RAM model. We let RAM− Pdy, RAM− NPdy, and RAM− rankNPdy de-
note such classes. Can we say anything about these classes and DNFdy in the RAM
model?

First we show that some known conjectures imply some separations between
these classes. Assuming either SETH [IP01] and OMv [HKNS15], we show lower
bounds of update time of algorithms for DNFdy which imply that RAM− Pdy 6=
RAM− NPdy. By assuming the nondeterministic version of SETH [CGI+16], we
can also show that RAM− coNPdy 6= RAM− NPdy.

7Recall that a DNF formula is in the form C1∨· · ·∨Cm, where each “clause” Ci is a conjunction
(AND) of literals.
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Next, we show that DNFdy is complete in a complexity class similar to RAM− rankNPdy
in a relaxed RAM model, where the space is allowed to be exponential in the update
size. In particular, let relaxed-RAM− Pdy and relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy be classes
in the relaxed RAM model similar to RAM− Pdy and RAM− rankNPdy. Then,
we can show that if DNFdy is in relaxed-RAM− Pdy, then relaxed-RAM− Pdy =
relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy. Note that if relaxed-RAM− Pdy = relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy,
then there are polylogarithmic-update-time algorithms for those Probe− rankNPdy-
hard problems in Table 3 that use quasi-polynomial space, a rather surprising result.

1.4 Organization
Getting definitions right are an important part of proving completeness results.
This is done in Sections 2 to 4. In particular, we formally define the notion of
dynamic problems and dynamic algorithms on the bit-probe model in Section 2,
basic complexity classes (Pdy and NPdy) and examples of problems in these classes
in Section 3, and the notions of reductions, hardness and completeness in Section 4.

Sections 5 to 7 are devoted to proving our main result, the rankNPdy-completeness
and hardness in the bit-probe model. We define the complexity class rankNPdy in
Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to proving the rankNPdy-hardness of an intermediate
problem called First Shallow Decision Tree. Then in Section 7 we prove rankNPdy-
completeness of DNFdy and other equivalent problems. As stated earlier, this
immediately implies that many well-known dynamic problems are rankNPdy-hard.

We discuss the RAMmodel in Sections 8 and 9. Section 8 discusses lower bounds
DNFdy under various known assumptions (OMv, SETH, NSETH). In Section 9, we
show that DNFdy is complete in the rankNPdy class in a relaxed RAM model.

1.5 Related works
There are several previous attempts to classify dynamic problems. First, there is a
line of works called “dynamic complexity theory” (see e.g. [DKM+15, WS05, SZ16])
where the general question asks whether a dynamic problem is in the class called
DynFO. Roughly speaking, a problem is in DynFO if it admits a dynamic algorithm
expressible by a first-order logic. This means, in particular, that given an update,
such algorithm runs in O(1) parallel time, but might take arbitrary poly(n) works
when the input size is n. A notion of reduction is defined and complete problems
of DynFO and related classes are proven in [HI02, WS05]. However, as the total
work of algorithms from this field can be large (or even larger than computing from
scratch using sequential algorithms), they do not give fast dynamic algorithms in
our sequential setting. Therefore, this setting is somewhat irrelevant to our setting.

Second, a problem called the circuit evaluation problem has been shown to be
complete in the following sense. First, it is in P (the class of static problems).
Second, if the dynamic version of circuit evaluation problem, which is defined as
DNFdy where a DNF-formula is replaced with an arbitrary circuit, admits a dy-
namic algorithm with polylogarithmic update time, then for any static problem
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L ∈ P, a dynamic version of L also admits a dynamic algorithm with polylo-
garithmic update time. This idea is first sketched informally since 1987 by Reif
[Rei87]. Miltersen et al. [MSVT94] then formalized this idea and showed that ot-
her P-complete problems listed in [MSS90, GHR91] also are complete in the above
sense8. The drawback about this completeness result is that the dynamic circuit
evaluation problem is extremely difficult. Similar to the case for static problems
that reductions from EXP-complete problems to problems in NP are unlikely, re-
ductions from the dynamic circuit evaluation problem to other natural dynamic
problems studied in the field seem unlikely. Hence, this does not give a framework
for proving hardness for other dynamic problems.

Our result can be viewed as a much more fine-grained completeness result than
the above. As we show that a very special case of the dynamic circuit evaluation
problem which is DNFdy is already a complete problem. An important point is
that DNFdy is simple enough that reductions to other natural dynamic problems
are possible.

Last, Ramalingam and Reps [RR96] classify dynamic problems according to
some measure9, but did not give any reduction and completeness result. Yin [Yin10]
considers the nondeterministic cell-probe model and give some unconditional lower
bounds, but does not give any completeness result as well.

2 The Models

2.1 Dynamic Problems

Static Problems. We consider the standard definition of promise problems. A
problem is a function P : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥} which maps each instance I ∈
{0, 1}∗ to an answer P(I) ∈ {0, 1}∗∪{⊥}. We call each instance I ∈ P−1(⊥) a don’t
care instance. We say that P is a decision problem iff the range of P is {0, 1,⊥}.
If P is a decision problem, then we respectively refer to P−1(0) and P−1(1) as the
set of no instances and yes instances of P.

Example 2.1. Let P : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1,⊥} be the problem that, given a planar
graph G, decide whether G is Hamiltonian. Then P−1(0), P−1(1) and P−1(⊥) are
the sets of non-Hamiltonian planar graphs, Hamiltonian planar graphs, and objects
which are not planar graphs, respectively.

For any integer n ≥ 1, let Pn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}∗∪{⊥} be obtained by restricting
the domain of P to the set of all bit-strings of length n. We say that Pn an n-slice of
P, and we write P = {Pn}n. We refer to each bit-string I ∈ {0, 1}n as an instance
of Pn.

8But they also show that this is not true for all P-complete problems.
9They measure the complexity dynamic algorithms by comparing the update time with the

size of change in input and output instead of the size of input itself.
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Dynamic Problems. The following formalization is new. A dynamic problem
is a problem with a graph structure imposed on instances. Formally, a dynamic
problem is an ordered pair D = (P,G), where P is a static problem and G = {Gn}n
is a family of directed graphs such that the node-set of each Gn is equal to the set of
all instances of Pn. Thus, for each integer n ≥ 1, the directed graph Gn = (Un, En)
has a node-set Un = {0, 1}n.10 We refer to the ordered pair Dn = (Pn,Gn) as the
n-slice of D, and we write D = {Dn}n. Each I ∈ Un is called an instance of Dn.
Each (I, I ′) ∈ En is called an instance-update of Dn. We refer to the graph Gn as
the update-graph of Dn. We also call G the family of update-graphs of D or simply
the update-graphs of D. We will show the below definition often:

Definition 2.2 (Instance-sequence). We say that (I0, . . . , Ik) is an instance-sequence
of D iff (I0, . . . , Ik) is a directed path in the directed path Gn for some n.

For each instance I of D, we write D(I) = P(I) as the answer of I. We say that
D = (P,G) is a dynamic decision problem iff P is a decision problem. From now,
we usually use D to denote some dynamic problem, and we just call D a problem
for brevity.

For each integer n ≥ 1, consider the function u : En → {0, 1}∗ that maps
each instance-update (I, I ′) ∈ En to the bit-string which represents the positions
of bits where I ′ differ from I. We call u(I, I ′) the standard encoding of (I, I ′) and
write I ′ = I + u(I, I ′). The length of this encoding is denoted by |u(I, I ′)|. More
generally, for any instance-sequence (I0, . . . , Ik) of D, we write Ik = I0 +u(I0, I1) +
· · · + u(Ik−1, Ik). Note that it is quite possible for two different instance-update
(I0, I1) ∈ En and (I2, I3) ∈ En to have the same standard encoding, so that we get
u(I0, I1) = u(I2, I3).

Let λD : N→ N be an integer valued function such that λD(n) = max(I,I′)∈En |u(I, I ′)|
is equal to the maximum length over all standard encoding of instance-updates in
Gn, for each positive integer n ∈ N. We refer to λD(·) as the instance-update-size
of D.

Fact 2.3. For any problem D, λD(n) ≥ logn if there is some instance-update
between instances of D of size n.

Proof. The standard encoding u needs at least logn bits to specify a single bit-
position where two instances of Dn differ from one another.

Our formalization captures many dynamic problems – even the ones that allow
for query operations (in addition to update operations).

Example 2.4 (Dynamic problems with queries). Consider the dynamic connecti-
vity problem. In this problem, we are given an undirected graph G with N nodes
which is updated via a sequence of edge insertions/deletions. At any time, given

10We use Un, instead of Vn, to denote the set of nodes of Gn, since later on V will be used
frequently for a “verifier”.
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a query (u, v), we have to decide whether the nodes u and v are connected in the
current graph G. We can capture this problem using our formalization.

Set n = N2 + 2 logN , and define the update-graph Gn = (Un, En) as follows.
Each instance I ∈ Un = {0, 1}n represents a triple (G, u, v) where G is an N -node
graph and u, v ∈ [N ] are two nodes in G. There is an instance-update (I, I ′) ∈ En
iff either {I = (G, u, v) and I ′ = (G, u′, v′)} or {I = (G, u, v) and I ′ = (G′, u, v)
and G,G′ differs in exactly one edge}. Intuitively, the former case corresponds to a
query operation, whereas the latter case corresponds to the insertion/deletion of an
edge in G. Since an N -node graph can be represented as a string of N2 bits using an
adjacency matrix, a triple (G, u, v) can be represented as a string ofN2+2 logN = n
bits. Let Pn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1,⊥} be such that (G, u, v) ∈ P−1

n (1) is an yes instance
if u and v are connected in G, and (G, u, v) ∈ P−1

n (0) is a no instance otherwise.
There is no don’t care instance, i.e., P−1

n (⊥) = ∅. Let P = {Pn}n and G = {Gn}n.
Then the ordered pair D = (P,G) captures the dynamic connectivity problem. It
is easy to see that D has an instance-update-size of λD(n) = Θ(logn).

Example 2.5 (Partially dynamic problems). The decremental connectivity pro-
blem is the same as the dynamic connectivity problem except that the update
sequence consists only of edge deletions. Our formalization captures this problem
in a similar manner as in Example 2.4. The only difference is this. For each
n ∈ N, there exists an instance-update (I, I ′) ∈ En iff either {I = (G, u, v) and
I ′ = (G, u′, v′)} or {I = (G, u, v) and I ′ = (G′, u, v) and G′ is obtained from G by
deleting an edge}.

Example 2.6 (Gap problems). Consider the problem of maintaining a 2-approximation
to the size of the maximum matching in a dynamic graph. Fix any positive integer
k ∈ N. In the corresponding gap problem, we have to maintain the information
as to whether the maximum matching is of size at most k or at least 2k, in an
N -node graph undergoing edge insertions and deletions. We define an ordered pair
D = (P,G) that captures this gap problem as follows. For each n ∈ N, the update-
graph Gn = (Un, En) of Pn is defined in the obvious way similar to Example 2.4. For
any graph G, let opt(G) be the size of the maximum matching of G. The mapping
Pn : Un → {0, 1,⊥} is such that

G ∈


P−1
n (0) if opt(G) ≤ k,
P−1
n (⊥) if k < opt(G) < 2k,
P−1
n (1) if opt(G) ≥ 2k.

It is possible to adjust our formalization to capture approximation problems and
not just their gap versions, but the notation would be too cumbersome. Also, we are
contended with fact that we can capture only gap problems because the following
standard fact: given a dynamic algorithm of a gap problem, we can obtain another
dynamic algorithm of the corresponding approximation problem with the essentially
same update time (up to a logarithmic factor), and vice versa.
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2.2 Dynamic Algorithms in the Bit-probe Model

One of the key ideas in this paper is to work on a nonuniform model of computation
called the bit-probe model, which has been studied since the 1970’s by Fredman
[Fre78] (see also a survey by Miltersen [Mil99]). This allows us to view a dynamic
algorithm as a clean combinatorial object, which turns out to be very useful in
deriving our main results (defining complexity classes and showing the completeness
and hardness of specific problems with respect to these classes).

2.2.1 Formal Description

An algorithm-family A = {An}n≥1 is a collection of algorithms. For each n, an
algorithm An operates on an array of bits mem ∈ {0, 1}∗ called the memory. The
memory contains two designated sub-arrays called the input memory memin and the
output memory memout. An works in steps t = 0, 1, . . .. At the beginning of any step
t, an input in(t) ∈ {0, 1}∗at step t is written down in memin, and then An is called.
Once An is called, An reads and write mem in a certain way described below. Then
An returns the call. The bit-string stored in memout is the output at step t. Let
in(0→ t) = (in(0), . . . , in(t)) denote the input transcript up to step t. We denote
the output of the algorithm An at step t by An(in(0→ t)) as it can depend on the
whole sequence of inputs it received so far.

After An is called is each step, how An probes (i.e. reads or writes) the memory
mem is determined by 1) a preprocessing function prepn : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ and 2)
a decision tree Tn (to be defined soon). At step t = 0 (also called the preprocessing
step), An initializes the memory by setting mem← prepn(in(0)). We also call in(0)
an initial input. At each step t ≥ 1 (also called an update step), An uses the decision
tree Tn to operate on mem.

A decision tree is a rooted tree with three types of nodes: read nodes, write
nodes, and end nodes. Each read node u has two children and is labeled with an
index iu. Each write node has one child and is labeled with a pair (iu, bu) where
iu is an index and bu ∈ {0, 1}. End nodes are simply leaves of the tree. For any
index i, let mem[i] be the i-th bit of mem. To say that Tn operates on mem, we means
the following: Start from the root of T . If the current node u is a read node, then
proceed to the left-child if mem[iu] = 0, otherwise proceed to the right-child. If u is
a write node, then set mem[iu]← bu and proceed to u’s only child. Else, u is a leaf
(an end node), then stop.

Note that the number of probes made by the algorithm during a call at an
update step is equal to the length of the root to leaf path in Tn which is traversed
during that call. Thus, the update time of the algorithm An is defined by the depth
(the maximum length of any root to leaf path) of Tn. We denote the update time
of the algorithm-family A by a function TimeA(n) where TimeA(n) is the update
time of An.

From now on, whenever we have to distinguish between multiple different al-
gorithms, we will add the subscript An to the notations introduced above (e.g.,
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prepAn , TAn , memAn , inAn(0)).

2.2.2 High-level Terminology

It is usually be too cumbersome to specify an algorithm at the level of its pre-
processing function and decision tree. Throughout this paper, we usually only
describe how An reads and writes the memory at each step, which determines how
its preprocessing function prepAn and decision tree TAn are defined.

Solving problems. We say that a problem D can be solved by an algorithm-
family A if, for any n, we have:

1. In the preprocessing step, An is given an initial instance I0 of size n (i.e.
in(0) = I0).

2. In each update step t ≥ 1, An is given an instance-update u(It−1, It) of size
λ(n) (i.e. in(t) = u(It−1, It)).

Then, for any instance sequence (I0, . . . , Ik) of D, for each t where D(It) 6= ⊥, An
outputs D(It) at step t (i.e. An(in(0→ t)) = D(It)).

We also say that the algorithm An solves an n-slice Dn of the problem D. For
each step t, we say It is an instance maintained by An at step t.

Subroutines. Let A and B be algorithm-families, and consider two algorithms
An ∈ A and Bm ∈ B. We say that the algorithm An uses Bm as a subroutine iff
the following holds. The memory memAn of the algorithm An contains a designated
sub-array memBm for the subroutine Bm to operate on. As in Section 2.2.1, memBm
has two designated sub-arrays for input memin

Bm and for memout
Bm . An might read and

write anywhere in memBm . At each step tAn of An, An can call Bm several times.
The term “call” is consistent with how it is used in Section 2.2.1. Let tBm

denote the step of Bm which is set to zero initially. When An calls Bm with an
input x ∈ {0, 1}∗ then the following holds. First, An writes an input inBm(tBm) = x
at step tBm of Bm in memin

Bm . Then Bm reads and write memBm in according to its
preprocessing function prepBm and decision tree TBm . Then Bm returns the call
with the output Bm(inBm(0 → tBm)) on memout

Bm . Then the step tBm of Bm get
incremented: tBm ← tBm + 1.

Indeed, for each call, the update time of Bm contributes to the update time
of An. In low-level, we can see that the preprocessing function prepAn is defined
by “composing” prepBm with some other functions, and the decision tree TAn is a
decision tree having TBm as sub-trees in several places.

Oracles. Suppose that O is an algorithm-family which solves some problem D.
We say that the algorithm An uses Om as a oracle if An uses Om as a subroutines
just like above, except that there are the two differences.
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1. (Black-box access): An has very limited access to memOm . An can call
Om as before, but must write only in memin

Om and can read only from memout
Om .

More specifically, suppose that An call Om when the step of Om is tOm = 0.
Then, An must write inOm(0) = I ′0 in memin

Om where I ′0 is some instance of the
problem D and will be called an instance maintained by Om from then. If the
step of Om is tOm ≥ 1, then An must write inOm(tOm) = u(I ′tOm−1, I

′
tOm

) in
memin
Om where (I ′tOm−1, I

′
tOm

) is some instance-update of the problem D. After
each call, An can read the output Om(inOm(0 → tOm) = D(I ′tOm ) which is
the answer of the instance I ′tOm .

2. (Free call): The update time of Om does not contribute to the update time
of An. We model this high-level description as follows. We already observed
that the decision tree TAn is a decision tree which has TOm as sub-trees in
several places. For each occurrence T ′ of TOm in TAn , we assign the weight
of edges between two nodes of T ′ to be zero. The update time of An is the
weighted depth of TAn , i.e. the maximum weighted length of any root to leaf
path.

Oracle-families and Query size. LetA be an an algorithm-family. Let QsizeA :
N→ N be a function. We say thatA uses an oracle-family O with query-size QsizeA
if, for each n, An uses Om as an oracle where m ≤ QsizeA(n) (or even when An
uses many oracles Om1 , . . . ,Omk where mi ≤ Qsize(n) for all i). We call QsizeA
the query size of A.

3 Dynamic Complexity Classes

In this section, we define complexity classes of dynamic problems (e.g. Pdy, BPPdy
and NPdy) analogous to the classic complexity classes for static problems (e.g. P,
BPP and NP).

First, Pdy is the class of problems solvable by dynamic algorithms whose update
time is polynomial in the instance-update size.

Definition 3.1 (Class Pdy). A decision problem D with instance-update size λ is
in Pdy iff there is an algorithm-family A solving D with update time TimeA(n) =
poly(λ(n)). That is, for any n, we have:

1. In the preprocessing step, An is given an initial instance I0 of size n.

2. In each update step t ≥ 1, An is given an instance-update u(It−1, It) of size
λ(n). Then, An takes poly(λ(n)) update time.

For any instance sequence (I0, . . . , Ik) of D, for each t where D(It) 6= ⊥, An outputs
D(It) at step t.

We say that A is a Pdy-algorithm-family for D.
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Next, BPPdy is the class of problems solvable by dynamic randomized algorithms
whose update time is polynomial in the instance-update size.

Definition 3.2 (Class BPPdy). A decision problem D with instance-update size λ
is in BPPdy iff there is an algorithm-family A such that, for any n, we have:

1. In the preprocessing step, An is given an initial instance I0 of size n and a
uniformly random string r0 ∈R {0, 1}poly(n).

2. In each update step t ≥ 1, An is given an instance-update u(It−1, It) of size
λ(n) and a uniformly random string rt ∈R {0, 1}poly(λ(n)). Then, An takes
poly(λ(n)) update time.

For any instance sequence (I0, . . . , Ik) of D, for each t where D(It) 6= ⊥, An outputs
D(It) at step t with probability at least 1− 1/nc for any constant c.

We say that A is a BPPdy-algorithm-family for D.

Note that, the definitions of Pdy and BPPdy above can be extended to cap-
tures not only decision problems just by removing the word “decision” from the
definitions.

Next, we define the class NPdy which is the class of problems such that, gi-
ven a proof at each step, yes-instances can be “verified” within time polynomial in
the instance-update size. Also, each proof-update should depend only on the in-
stance and proof from the past, so we require that the proof sequence is inductively
constructed.

Definition 3.3 (Class NPdy). A decision problem D with instance-update size λ
is in NPdy iff there is an algorithm-family V such that, for any n, we have:

1. In the preprocessing step, Vn is given an initial instance I0 of size n.

2. In each update step t ≥ 1, Vn is given an instance-update u(It−1, It) of size
λ(n) and a proof-update πt ∈ {0, 1}poly(λ(n)). Then, Vn takes poly(λ(n))
update time.

For any instance sequence (I0, . . . , Ik) of D, the following holds.

1. There is (π1, . . . , πk) which is inductively constructed (defined below) such
that, for each t where D(It) = 1, then Vn outputs 1 at step t.

2. For any (π1, . . . , πk) it holds that, for each t where D(It) = 0, then Vn outputs
0 at step t.

A proof sequence (π1, . . . , πk) is inductively constructed if there is some mapping
f : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ where πt = f(I0, . . . , It, π1, . . . , πt−1) for each t ≥ 1.

We say that V is a NPdy-verifier-family for D.

From above, we call π0 an initial proof, and πt an proof-update at step t.
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Definition 3.4 (Class coNPdy). The class coNPdy is defined similarly as NPdy by
switching “D(It) = 1” with “D(It) = 0”, and also switching “Vn outputs 1” with
“Vn outputs 0” in Definition 3.3.

The definition of the class NPdy ∩ coNPdy follows from Definition 3.3 and De-
finition 3.4. Intuitively, NPdy ∩ coNPdy is the class of problems such that, given
a proof at each step, answers (both yes and no cases) can be verified within time
polynomial in the instance-update size. It can be proven that:

Proposition 3.5 (Class NPdy ∩ coNPdy). A decision problem D with instance-
update size λ is in NPdy ∩ coNPdy iff there is an algorithm-family V such that, for
any n, we have:

1. In the preprocessing step, Vn is given an initial instance I0 of size n.

2. In each update step t ≥ 1, Vn is given an instance-update u(It−1, It) of size
λ(n) and a proof-update πt ∈ {0, 1}poly(λ(n)). Then, Vn takes poly(λ(n))
update time.

For any instance sequence (I0, . . . , Ik) of D, there is (π1, . . . , πk) which is inducti-
vely constructed (defined as in Definition 3.3) such that for each t where D(It) 6= ⊥,
Vn outputs D(It) at step t.

We say that V is a NPdy ∩ coNPdy-verifier-family for D.

In contrast to NPdy, the definition of NPdy ∩ coNPdy can be easily extended to
captures not only decision problems, again, by removing the word “decision” from
the definition. The following is clear:

Proposition 3.6. Pdy ⊆ BPPdy, Pdy ⊆ NPdy ∩ coNPdy.

There is a trivial way to show that some problem is in Pdy:

Proposition 3.7. If a problem D has instance-update size is λD(n) = Ω(nε) for
some constant ε > 0, then D ∈ Pdy.

Proof. As in the bit probe model, the cost only accounts the number of probes.
For any instance I of size n, we can always compute the answer D(I) by reading
the whole instance. This costs n = poly(λD(n)). So this trivial algorithm is a
Pdy-algorithm for D.

Example 3.8 (Problems trivially in Pdy). The uMv problem with vector update is
defined as follows. First, we are given a matrix M ∈ {0, 1}n×n in the preprocessing
step. Then, for each update, we are given vectors u ∈ {0, 1}n and v ∈ {0, 1}n. After
each update, we need to return whether uTMv = 1 where multiplication is over
boolean semi-ring. By the OMv conjecture [HKNS15], this problem is conjectured
to be “hard” in the sense that the update time must be at least Ω(n2−o(1)). However,
this dynamic problem is in Pdy by Proposition 3.7.
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This seemingly contradictory situation is only because the instance-update size
of this problem is too large. Consider the same problem uMv when it is allowed to
update only a single entry of u or v. It still seems very difficult to show that this
problem is in Pdy which aligns with the OMv conjecture.

3.1 Example: classification of some known dynamic problems

In this section, we classify many dynamic problems that are previously studied in
various contexts into our classes in Section 3.

We will only give a high-level description of each problem11. We also list a
problem which is not decision problem but a correct answer is a number with
logarithmic bits (e.g. what is the number a ∈ [n]?) as well. This is because there is
a corresponding decision problem (e.g. is a > k?). It is easy to see that if a dynamic
algorithm for one problem implies another algorithm for the corresponding problem
with essentially the same update time (up to a logarithmic factor), and vice versa.

For Pdy, we give a list of some problems in Table 1 which is not at all comprehen-
sive. The only goal is to show that there are problems from various contexts that
are solvable by fast deterministic dynamic algorithms. For each problem in Table 1,
when an instance can be represented using n bits, it holds that the instance-update
size is λ(n) = Θ(logn).

Problems in BPPdy and NPdy that are not known to be in Pdy are listed in
Table 2. To the best of our knowledge, there are not many problems which are in
BPPdy but not known to be in Pdy. The most prominent problem is the dynamic
connectivity on general graphs. In [KKM13], Kapron, King and Mountjoy show a
randomized dynamic algorithm with O(polylog(n)) worst-case update time. Based
on this work, we show in Proposition A.1 that there is also a randomized dynamic
algorithm with O(polylog(n)) worst-case update time for (2+ ε)-approximating the
size of mincut in unweighted graphs. Hence, we have that both problems are in
BPPdy.

For NPdy ∩ coNPdy, we show that the dynamic cycle detection problem D in
undirected graphs is in this class. However, D is not known whether it is in Pdy.
Moreover, D ∈ BPPdy as well (by reducing to dynamic graph connectivity). It is
an interesting open problem whether D ∈Pdy.

NPdy is a huge class that contains many problems which are not known to be
in Pdy. It is easy to show that dynamic connectivity on general graphs is NPdy by
giving a spanning forest as a proof (see Proposition A.3). For any constant ε > 0,
dynamic (1 + ε)-approximate maximum matching is also in NPdy by giving a short
augmenting path of length O(1/ε) as a proof (see Proposition A.4). There is also
a general way to show that a problem is in NPdy: for any problem D whose the
yes-instance has a “small certificate”, then D ∈ NPdy. This includes many problems

11For each n, it should be clear how to describe each problem as the tuple (Pn,Gn) from
Section 2.1. Also, if a problem can handle both updates and queries, then we can formalize both
as instance-updates in Gn as shown in Example 2.4.
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Dynamic
Problems

Preprocess Update Queries Ref.

Numbers
Sum/max a set S of

numbers
insert/delete
a number in
S

return
∑

x∈S x or maxx∈S x Binary
search treesPredecessor given x, return the maximum

y ∈ S where y ≤ x.
Geometry
2-
dimensional
range
counting

a set S of
points on a
plane

insert/delete
a point in S

given [x1, x2]× [y1, y2], return
|S ∩ ([x1, x2]× [y1, y2])|

[Ove87, after
Theorem
7.6.3]

Incremental
planar
nearest
neighbor

insert a
point to S

given a point q, return p ∈ S
which is closest to q

[Ove87,
Theorem
7.3.4.1]

Vertical ray
shooting

a set S of
segments on
a plane

insert/delete
a segment in
S

given a point q, return the
segment immediately above q

[CN15,
Theorem 3.7]

Graphs
Dynamic
problems on
forests

a forest F
insert/delete
an edge in F
s.t. F
remains a
forest

given two nodes u and v,
decide if u and v are connected
in F

[ST81,
HK99,
AHdLT05]

given a node u, return the size
of the tree containing u

many more
kinds of
updates

many more kinds of query

Connectivity
on plane
graphs

a plane
graph G (i.e.
a planar
graph on a
fixed
embedding)

insert/delete
an edge in G
such that G
has no
crossing on
the
embedding

given two nodes u and v,
decide if u and v are connected
in G

[Fre85,
EIT+92]

2-edge
connectivity
on plane
graphs

given two nodes u and v,
decide if u and v are 2-edge
connected in G

[Fre97]

(2 + ε)-
approx. size
of maximum
matching

a general
graph G

insert/delete
an edge in G

decide whether the size of
maximum matching is at most
k or at least (2 + ε)k for some
k and constant ε > 0

[BHN17]

Table 1: Problems in Pdy.
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such as dynamic subgraph detection, dynamic uMv, dynamic 3SUM, and dynamic
planar nearest neighbor12 (see Proposition A.5).

4 Reductions, Hardness and Completeness

Below, we define Pdy-reduction between dynamic problems. This reduction is ana-
logous to Turing-reductions for static problems.

Definition 4.1 (Pdy-reduction). A dynamic problem D = (P,G) with instance-
update size λD is Pdy-reducible to another dynamic problem D′ with instance-
update size λD′ iff there is an algorithm-family A that solves D in update time
TimeA(n) = poly(λD(n)) using an oracle-family O for the problem D′ with query-
size QsizeA such that λD′(QsizeA(n)) = poly(λD(n)).

We write D ≤ D′ and call A a Pdy-reduction from D to D′.

Note that the above definition is almost the same as showing that D ∈ Pdy (see
Definition 3.1), except that A can use an oracle-family for D′.

Next, we define standard notions of hardness and completeness

Definition 4.2 (Hardness and Completeness). Let C be a class of problems and D
be a dynamic problem.

1. D is C-hard (under Pdy-reduction) if, for any problem D′ ∈ C, D′ ≤ D.

2. D is C-complete (under Pdy-reduction) if D ∈ C and D is C-hard.

Below are some basic properties of Pdy-reductions analogous to the properties
Turing-reductions.

Proposition 4.3. Suppose D ≤ D′.

1. If D′ ∈ Pdy, then D ∈ Pdy.

2. If D′ ∈ BPPdy, then D ∈ BPPdy.

3. If D′ ∈ NPdy ∩ coNPdy and D′ does not contain don’t care instances, then
D ∈ NPdy ∩ coNPdy.

4. If D′ ≤ D′′, then D ≤ D′′.

In Proposition 4.3, (1), (2) and (3) imply that if D is reducible to an “easy”
problem, then D is “easy” as well. (4) shows that the reduction is transitive.

The idea of the proof of Proposition 4.3 (1) is straightforward and standard:
Given that D ≤ D′, there is an algorithm-family R solving D efficiently using an

12The best known algorithm for planar nearest neighbor is by Chan [Cha10] which has poly-
logarithmic amortized update time. The algorithm is randomized, but it is later derandomized
using the result by Chan and Tsakalidis [CT16].
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Dynamic
Problems

Preprocess Update Queries Ref.

BPPdy
Connectivity a general

undirected
unweighted
graph G

insert/delete
an edge in G

given two nodes u and v,
decide if u and v are connected
in G

[KKM13]

(2 + ε)-
approx. size
of mincut

decide whether the size of min
cut is at most k or at least
(2 + ε)k for some k and
constant ε > 0

Proposition A.1

NPdy ∩ coNPdy
Cycle
Detection

a general
undirected
unweighted
graph G

insert/delete
an edge in G

decide if there is an
(undirected) cycle in G.

Proposition A.2

NPdy (and also rankNPdy)
Connectivity a general

undirected
unweighted
graph G

insert/delete
an edge in G

given two nodes u and v,
decide if u and v are connected
in G

Proposition A.3

(1 + ε)-
approx. size
of maximum
matching

decide whether the size of
maximum matching is at most
k or at least (1 + ε)k for some
k and constant ε > 0

Proposition A.4

Subgraph
detection

a general
graph G and
H where
|V (H)| =
polylog(|V (G)|)

insert/delete
an edge in G

decide whether H is a
subgraph of G Proposition A.5

uMv (entry
update)

u, v ∈ {0, 1}n

and M ∈
{0, 1}n×n

update an
entry of u or
v

decide whether uTMv = 1
(multiplication over Boolean
semi-ring).

3SUM a set S of
numbers

insert/delete
a number in
S

decide whether there is
a, b, c ∈ S where a+ b = c

Planar
nearest
neighbor

a set S of
points on a
plane

insert a
point to S

given a point q, return p ∈ S
which is closest to q

Table 2: Problems in BPPdy, NPdy ∩ coNPdy, NPdy and rankNPdy that are not
known to be in Pdy.
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oracle-family O for D′. Now, if D′ can be solved efficiently by some algorithm A′,
then every time R need to call O, we instead call A′ as a subroutine, and hence
obtain an algorithm A for solving D without calling an oracle and we are done.
The proofs for (2), (3) and (4) are just extension of the same proof.

Proof. Let R be a Pdy-reduction from D to D′. By Definition 4.1, R can solve D
using an oracle-family O for the problem D′ where TimeR(n) = poly(λD(n)) and
λD′(QsizeR(n)) = poly(λD(n)).

(1): Suppose that A′ is a Pdy-algorithm-family for D′. We will show a Pdy-
algorithm-family A for D. For each n, An just simulates Rn step by step. But
whenever Rn calls an oracle Om where m ≤ QsizeR(n), then An calls A′m instead.
Therefore, the update time of An can be at most

TimeR(n)× TimeA′(m) = poly(λD(n))× poly(λD′(m))
= poly(λD(n))× poly(λD′(QsizeR(n)))
= poly(λD(n)).

For correctness, as both A′m and Om solves D′m, it must hold that An solves Dn.
This concludes that D ∈ Pdy.

(2): The proof is almost the same as in (1) except that we have now that, for
each call to A′m, A′m returns a wrong answer with probability at most 1/mc for any
constant c. This probability is at most 1/nc for any constant c when m = nΩ(1).
If m = no(1) An can also call O(logn) instances of A′m simultaneously and then
use the majority vote of the answers. This also bounds the probability of getting
the wrong answer to 1/nc for any constant c. So now, we assume m = nΩ(1) for
simplicity. From this, we have that for the first poly(n) steps, An returns correct
answers for Dn in every step with probability at least 1 − 1/nc for any constant c
and the update time of An is poly(λD(n)).

By a standard technique by rebuilding another instance of the algorithm An in
the background (see e.g. [NS17, Wul17, NSW17]), we can modify An such that An
returns correct answers for Dn in every step with probability at least 1− 1/nc for
any constant c, but the update time is slow down by only a constant factor. This
implies that D ∈ BPPdy.

(3): The proof is almost the same as in (1) again. Suppose that V ′ is an
NPdy ∩ coNPdy-verifier-family for D′. We will show an NPdy ∩ coNPdy-verifier-
family V for D. For each n, Vn simulates Rn step by step. Whenever Rn calls an
oracle Om with some input in where m ≤ Qsize(n), then Vn instead calls V ′m with
an input (in, π) where π is the proof which certifies the correctness of the output
from V ′m. Because D′ does not contain don’t care instances, we can be sure that
V ′m, given the proof π, returns exactly the same answer as O′m in every call. As
|π| ≤ poly(λD′(m)) = poly(λD′(Qsize(n))) = poly(λD(n)), the time that Vn uses
for writing π for each call to V ′m is still poly(λD(n)). We can conclude that the
update time of Vn is poly(λD(n)) by the same reasoning as in (1). Moreover, given
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this sequence of proof-update for V ′m, Vn always gives a correct answer for Dn at
every step. So D ∈ NPdy ∩ coNPdy.

(4): The proof is almost the same as in (1). The difference is only that,
here, A′ is an algorithm-family that uses an oracle-family O′ for D′′ and A′ can
solve D′ where, for each m, TimeA′(m) = poly(λD′(m)) and λD′′(QsizeA′(m)) =
poly(λD′(m)) where QsizeA′(m) is the query-size of A′ to O′.

We construct an algorithm-family A as in (1). From this construction, A uses an
oracle-family O′ for D′′ with following parameters. For each n, let m ≤ QsizeR(n)
and ` ≤ QsizeA′(m). We have that An uses O′` as an oracle to solve Dn with update
time poly(λD(n)). Let QsizeA be the query-size of A to O′. We have that

λD′′(QsizeA(n)) ≤ λD′′(`)
≤ λD′′(QsizeA′(m))
≤ poly(λD′(m))
≤ poly(λD′(QsizeR(n)))
≤ poly(λD(n)).

This concludes that A is a Pdy-reduction from D to D′′ and hence D ≤ D′′.

We note that the condition in Proposition 4.3 (3) that D′ does not contain don’t
care instances is necessary assuming a weaker stronger assumption of “NPdy 6=
coNPdy”. See Appendix D for details.

With our notions of hardness, the following is true.

Corollary 4.4. Assuming that NPdy 6⊆ Pdy, if a problem D is NPdy-hard, then
D /∈ Pdy.

Proof. Let D′ ∈ NPdy. As D′ ≤ D, if D ∈ Pdy, then D′ ∈ Pdy by Proposition 4.3.
So NPdy ⊆ Pdy, contradicting the assumption.

In general, we can replace Pdy above by BPPdy or NPdy ∩ coNPdy (with an
additional condition about don’t case instances). We can also replace NPdy above
by the class rankNPdy which is introduced in Section 5.

5 The Class rankNPdy

In this section, we define a class of dynamic problems called rankNPdy which we
can later show its complete problems in Section 7. The class rankNPdy is contained
in NPdy yet still contains all known problems in NPdy to the best of our knowledge.

The difference between NPdy and rankNPdy is only that there is an additional
rank constraint about a certifying proof-sequence (i.e. a proof-sequence that helps
the verifier certifies each yes-instance). More specifically, for rankNPdy, there is
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a total order ≺ over all possible proof-updates which guarantees that if a proof-
sequence is inductively constructed according to ≺ at every step, then such proof-
sequence is a certifying proof-sequence. To contrast, for NPdy, we only require that
a certifying proof-sequence is inductively constructed in arbitrary way.

Definition 5.1 (Class rankNPdy). A decision problem D with instance-update size
λ is in rankNPdy iff there is an algorithm-family V such that, for any n, we have:

1. In the preprocessing step, Vn is given an initial instance I0 of size n.

2. In each update step t ≥ 1, Vn is given an instance-update u(It−1, It) of size
λ(n) and a proof-update πt ∈ {0, 1}poly(λ(n)). Then, Vn takes poly(λ(n))
update time.

Moreover, there is a total order ≺Vn over {0, 1}poly(λ(n)) such that, for any instance
sequence (I0, . . . , Ik) of D, the following holds.13

1. There is (π1, . . . , πk) called the guaranteed proof-sequence (defined below) such
that, for each t where D(It) = 1, then Vn outputs 1 at step t.

2. For any (π1, . . . , πk) it holds that, for each t where D(It) = 0, then Vn outputs
0 or ⊥ at step t.

The guarantee proof sequence (π1, . . . , πk) w.r.t. (I0, . . . , Ik) is inductively con-
structed as follows: for t ≥ 1, πt is the first w.r.t. ≺Vn such that Vn does not
output ⊥ when Vn is given (u(It−1, It), πt) as input. πt is called a guaranteed
proof-update at step t.

We say that V is a rankNPdy-verifier-family for D.

Valid Outputs. When Vn outputs either 0 or 1, we say that Vn produces a valid
output, or equivalently the decision tree TVn produces a valid output. Otherwise,
Vn outputs ⊥, then we say Vn or TVn produces an invalid output.

Proposition 5.2. Pdy ⊆ rankNPdy ⊆ NPdy.

Proof. Let A be a Pdy-algorithm-family for a problem D. Then, A is also a
rankNPdy-verifier-family for D as A does not even need to read the proofs.

Let A′ be a rankNPdy-verifier-family for a problem D′. Then, A′ is then an
NPdy-verifier-family for D′. Item 1 of Definition 3.3 is implied by the existence of
the guaranteed input sequence. Next, Item 2 of Definition 3.3 holds by slightly
modifying A′ such that whenever the output is ⊥, then output 0 instead.

We will see later that the restriction in the definition of rankNPdy can be ex-
ploited so that we can show complete problems for this class. Below, we argue that
this restriction is actually not so strict. In particular, we do not know any problem
which is in NPdy but not in rankNPdy.

13We stress that ≺Vn does not depend on the instance sequence (I0, . . . , Ik).
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Theorem 5.3. All problems from Table 2 that are in NPdy are actually in rankNPdy.
(See Appendix A.3 for the proofs.)

6 First Shallow Decision Tree: an intermediate problem

This section is organized as follows. In Section 6.1, we define a dynamic problem
called First Shallow Decision Tree (First-DTdy). In Section 6.2, we show that this
problem is rankNPdy-hard.

6.1 Definition of First-DTdy

We start with a definition of the First Shallow Decision Tree problem in the static
setting denoted by P ′. An instance I ∈ P ′ is a triple (memI , TI ,≺I), where memI is
an array of bits, TI is a collection of decision trees such that each tree Tπ ∈ TI is
indexed by a unique bit-string π ∈ {0, 1}∗, and ≺I is a total order defined over the
set of bit-strings ΠI = {π ∈ {0, 1}∗ : Tπ ∈ TI} that appear as indices of the trees in
TI . Each decision tree Tπ ∈ TI operates on the same memory memI14. Furthermore,
all the decision trees in TI are shallow, in the sense that the depth (the maximum
length of a root to leaf path) of each tree T ∈ TI is at most O(poly log |TI |). The
answer P ′(I) to an instance I ∈ P ′ is the index π of the first decision tree Tπ ∈ TI
according to the total order ≺I such that Tπ produces a valid output when applied
on memI .15, provided such an index exists. Otherwise, if every decision tree Tπ ∈ TI
produces an invalid output when applied on memI , then P ′(I) = ⊥.

Intuitively, in the dynamic version of the problem denoted by First-DTdy, the
instance I keeps changing via a sequence of updates where each update flips exactly
one bit in the memory memI , and we have to keep track of the answer P ′(I) at the
current instance I. Below, we give a formal description.

For each integer n ≥ 1, let P ′n denote the n-slice of the First-DTdy problem,
which consists of all instances I ∈ P ′ that are encoded using n bits. In the dynamic
setting, we have to impose a graph structure G′n = (U ′n, E ′n) on P ′n with node-set
U ′n = {0, 1}n. This is defined as follows. For any two instances I, I ′ ∈ P ′n, there is
an instance-update (I, I ′) ∈ E ′n iff TI = TI′ , ≺I=≺I′ , and memI and memI′ differ in
exactly one bit.

We denote the problem First-DTdy by D′ = (P ′,G′), and the n-slice of this
problem by D′n = (P ′n,G′n). We now derive a simple upper bound on the instance-
update-size of D′.

Corollary 6.1. for every integer n ≥ 1, we have λD′(n) ≤ logn.

14Recall the definition of “operating on” from Section 2.2.1.
15In other words, the output of Tπ when applied on the memory configuration memI is not equal

to ⊥.
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Proof. There is an instance-update (I, I ′) of D′ iff memI and memI′ differ in exactly
one bit. Hence, the standard encoding of (I, I ′) can be specified using at most logn
bits, and we get λD′(n) ≤ logn.

6.2 rankNPdy-hardness of First-DTdy

In this section, we will show that one can efficiently solve any problem in rankNPdy
using an oracle for First-DTdy. Specifically, we will prove the following theorem.

Theorem 6.2. For every problem D ∈ rankNPdy there exists an algorithm-family
A that solves D in TimeA(n) = O(polyλD(n)), using an oracle-family O′ for
First-DTdy with query-size QsizeA(n) = O(2poly(λD(n))).

Consider an algorithm A for a problem D ∈ rankNPdy that satisfy Theorem 6.2.
Then by Corollary 6.1 we have λD′(QsizeA(n)) = O(polyλD(n)), and thus Defini-
tion 4.1 implies that there is a Pdy-reduction from the problem D to First-DTdy.
Since such a reduction exists for every problem D ∈ rankNPdy, the following holds:

Corollary 6.3. First-DTdy is rankNPdy-hard.

The rest of this section is for proving Theorem 6.2. Now, we fix a problem
D ∈ rankNPdy and construct an algorithm-family A for Theorem 6.2. Specifically,
we define a function m : N+ → N+ of the form m(n) = O(2polyλD(n)), and show
that for every n ∈ N+, there exists an algorithm An that solves Dn in TimeA(n) =
O(polyλD(n)), using the oracle O′m(n) for First-DTdy. To ease notation, henceforth
we simply write m instead of m(n).

6.2.1 High-level Strategy

Suppose that the algorithm An is given the instance-sequence (I0, . . . , Ik) of Dn.
Since D ∈ rankNPdy, there exists a verifier Vn for Dn from Definition 5.1. In
high-level, An uses Vn as a subroutine and works as follows.

Preprocessing step. At step t = 0, An does the following:

1. Call the verifier subroutine Vn with input inVn(tVn) = I0 at step tVn = 0.
Then Vn returns.

2. Call the oracle O′m in a certain way.

3. Output An(inAn(0)) = Vn(inAn(0)).
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Update step. Subsequently, at each step t > 0, An does the following:

1. Call the oracle O′m (several times) in a certain way, and use the outputs of
these calls to come up with a guaranteed proof-update πt as per Definition 5.1.

2. Call the verifier subroutine Vn with input inVn(tVn) = (u(It−1, It), πt) at step
tVn = t.

3. Call the oracle O′m (several times) in a certain way

4. Output An(inAn(0→ t)) = Vn(inVn(0→ tVn)).

As Vn is given the guaranteed sequence of inputs, it holds that the algorithm An
solves Dn:

Lemma 6.4. For any t ∈ {0, . . . , k} where D(It) 6= ⊥, An(inAn(0→ t)) = D(It).

Proof. As An calls Vn exactly once at each step, we have tVn = t always holds.
By Definition 5.1, observe that if Vn is always give the guarantee proof-update at
each step, i.e. (π1, . . . , πk) is the guarantee proof-sequence w.r.t. (I0, . . . , Ik), then
Vn(inVn(0 → tVn)) = D(ItVn) for all tVn ∈ {0, . . . , k} where D(ItVn) 6= ⊥. Since
the algorithm An copies the output of the verifier at every step, we are done.

From above, we did not specify Item 2 in the preprocessing step, and Item 1
and Item 3 in the update step. This is the key how to construct the guaranteed
proof-sequence for Vn. We specify these steps in the subsections below respectively.

6.2.2 Initializing the Oracle

We specify Item 2 in the preprocessing step of An as follows: An calls O′m by giving
the initial input I ′ where I ′ = (memI′ ,≺I′ , TI′) is an instance of First-DTdy defined
below.

We set memI′ = memVn(0) where memVn(0) is just the memory state of Vn after
Item 1 in the preprocessing step of An (i.e. after Vn returns). We set ≺I′=≺Vn
where ≺Vn is the total order over possible proof-updates π ∈ {0, 1}p(λD(n)) as
defined in Definition 5.1.

Lastly, we set TI′ = TVn where the collection TVn of decision-trees is defined as
follows. Recall that the input of Vn at step t is of the form (u(It−1, It), πt) consisting
of the instance-update-part and the proof-update-part, respectively. Let TVn be the
decision tree of Vn. For each possible proof-update π ∈ {0, 1}p(λD(n)), let Tπ be the
decision tree obtained from TVn by “fixing” the proof-update-part of the input be to
π. More specifically, consider every read node u ∈TVn whose index points to some
i-th bit π[i] of π (in the proof-update-part of the input). Let p(u), r(u), l(u) be the
parent, right child, and left child of u, respectively. To construct Tπ, we remove
u and if π[i] = 0, then add an edge (p(u), l(u)), and remove the subtree rooted at
r(u). Else, if π[i] = 1, then add (p(u), r(u)) and remove the subtree rooted at l(u).
We set TVn = {Tπ | π ∈ {0, 1}p(λD(n))}.
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To show that I ′ is indeed an instance of First-DTdy, it remains to show the
following:

Lemma 6.5. All the decision trees Tπ ∈ TI′ are shallow.

Proof. Note that there are 2p(λD(n)) = 2poly(λD(n)) many decision trees in the col-
lection TI′ , one for each bit string π ∈ {0, 1}p(λD(n)), and each decision tree Tπ ∈ TI′
has depth O(poly(λD(n))). Hence, the depth of each tree Tπ ∈ TI′ is at most
O(poly log |TI′ |), which implies that all the trees in TI′ are shallow according to our
definition.

6.2.3 Constructing the Guaranteed Proof-update

Consider any step t > 0. We keep the following invariant: before proceeding to the
next step t, we have

1. (π1, . . . , πt−1) that Vn received so far is the guaranteed proof-sequence w.r.t.
(I0, . . . , It−1).

2. The First-DTdy instance I ′ = (memI′ ,≺I′ , TI′) maintained by O′m is such that
memI′ = memVn(t − 1) where memVn(t − 1) is the memory state of Vn after
finishing the step t− 1.

We now describe Item 1 and Item 3 in the update step of An. That is, we show
how to call O′m several times to keep the invariant.

After receiving the input inAn(t) = u(It−1, It) at step t, the precise description
of Item 1 in the update step of An is as follows:

• Write the u(It−1, It) in the input part memin
Vn of memVn .

• Make a sequence of calls to O′m to update memI′ so that memI′ = memVn .

At this point, let πt be the output of the oracle O′m. We claim the following:
Claim 6.6. πt is the guaranteed proof-update w.r.t. previous inputs

Proof. As I ′ = (memVn ,≺Vn , TVn), the answer from O′m is P ′(I ′) = πt, where πt is
the index of the first decision tree Tπt ∈ TVn according to the total order ≺Vn such
that Tπt produces a valid output when applied on memVn .

As, by the invariant. it holds that (π1, . . . , πt−1) that Vn received so far is
the guaranteed proof-sequence w.r.t. (I0, . . . , It−1). Moreover, u(It−1, It) is just
written the input part memin

Vn of memVn . This implies that πt is the first w.r.t. ≺Vn
such that Vn(inVn(0 → t)) 6= ⊥ when Vn is given (u(It−1, It), πt) as input. That
is, πt is then the guaranteed proof-update.

Next, Item 3 in the update step of An is just for keeping the invariant:

• Make a sequence of calls to O′m to update memI′ so that memI′ = memVn .

We can see that the invariant is maintained.
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6.2.4 Analyzing Update Time and Query Size

Lemma 6.7. It takes m = O(2poly(λD(n))) bits to encode the First-DTdy instance
I ′. In other words, the algorithm An has query-size QsizeA(n) = O

(
2poly(λD(n))).

Proof. From the proof of Lemma 6.5, we deduced that there are O
(
2poly(λD(n)))

decision trees in the collection TI′ . Furthermore, each tree Tπ ∈ TI′ has depth
at most O(poly(λD(n))), which implies that each tree Tπ ∈ TI′ contains at most
O
(
2poly(λD(n))) nodes. Thus, there are at most O

(
2poly(λD(n)))×O (2poly(λD(n))) =

O
(
2poly(λD(n))) many nodes over the collection of trees TI′ . This also implies that

the memory memI′ contains at most O
(
2poly(λD(n))) bits, for the number of bits in

memI′ can without any loss of generality be assumed to be upper bounded by the
number of nodes in TI′ (otherwise, there will be some bits in memI′ that are not
accessible to any tree Tπ ∈ TI′). We therefore conclude that the running instance
I ′ = (memI′ ,≺I′ , TI′) that the algorithm An asks the oracle O′m to maintain an
answer to can be encoded using m = O

(
2poly(λD(n))) bits.

Lemma 6.8. The algorithm An has an update time of O(poly(λD(n))).

Proof. We analyze the time of An in the update steps. In Item 1, An writes
u(It−1, It) in the input part memin

Vn where |u(It−1, It)| = λD(n). Hence, An makes
at most λD(n) many calls to to update memI′ = memVn . In Item 2, An calls Vn
which takes O(poly(λD(n))). Hence, in Item 3, An makes at most O(poly(λD(n)))
many calls to update memI′ = memVn . In total, this takes O(poly(λD(n))) time.

Theorem 6.2 now follows because An solves Dn (Lemma 6.4) and has small
query-size (Lemma 6.7) and update time (Lemma 6.8).

7 rankNPdy-complete/hard Problems

In this section, we consider a problem called the dynamic narrow DNF evaluation
problem (or DNFdy for short) from Definition 7.1 and then show that this pro-
blem is rankNPdy-complete in Section 7.1 (Theorem 7.3). This immediately implies
rankNPdy-hardness of many other problems in Section 7.3 (Corollary 7.10).

Recall the standard definition of DNF. A w-width DNF formula F with n vari-
ables and m clauses is as follows. Let X = (x1, . . . , xn) be the variable. We have
F = C1 ∨ · · · ∨Cm and each clause Cj is a conjunction (AND) of at most w literals
(i.e. xi or ¬xi where xi ∈ X ). Let φ : X → {0, 1} be an assignment of variables.
Let F (φ) ∈ {0, 1} denote the value of F after assigning the value of each xi with
φ(xi). If Cj(φ) = 1, then we say Cj is satisfied by φ.

Definition 7.1. In the dynamic narrow DNF evaluation problem (DNFdy), we are
first given

• a w-width DNF formula F over n variables X = (x1, . . . , xn) and m clauses,
where w = polylog(m), and
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• an assignment φ : X → {0, 1}.

Then, given the update (i, b) ∈ [n] × {0, 1}, φ is updated so that φ(xi) = b.
After each update, we ask if F (φ) = 1.

Note that, for any instance (F, φ) of DNFdy, we can assume w.l.o.g. that n ≤
mw = Õ(m) because we can ignore all variables that are not in any clause. So we
have:

Proposition 7.2. (F, φ) where F has m clauses can be represented by Õ(m) bits.
Also, there is a trivial algorithm with Õ(m) query time.

7.1 rankNPdy-completeness of DNFdy

Theorem 7.3. DNFdy is rankNPdy-complete.

It is easy to see that DNFdy ∈ rankNPdy. Let (F, φ) be an instance of DNFdy
where F has n variables and m clauses. After each update, the proof is simply an
index j′ where Cj′(φ) = 1. Then, a verifier Vm accepts (i.e. output 1) if Cj(φ) = 1,
otherwise Vm rejects (i.e. output 0). For update time, as Vm only needs to read
literals of Cj which takes polylog(m) = poly(λDNFdy (m)) by Proposition 7.2 and
Fact 2.3. This shows that DNFdy ∈ NPdy. By imposing the lexicographical order
to the index j and replacing the output 0 by ⊥, we have that DNFdy ∈ rankNPdy.

Now, it remains to show that DNFdy is rankNPdy-hard. We do this in steps.
We first define an intermediate problem called First-DNFdy. Then we reductions
from First-DTdy to First-DNFdy and then to DNFdy.

The definition of First-DNFdy is the same as DNFdy except the following. After
each update, instead, we must return the minimum index j where Cj(φ) = 1 if such
j exists, otherwise we must return 0 indicating that ∀j : Cj(φ) = 0 i.e. F (φ) = 0.

Lemma 7.4. First-DTdy is Pdy-reducible to First-DNFdy.

Proof. Let (mem,≺, T ) be an instance of First-DTdy. We construct an instance
of First-DNFdy (F, φ) as follows. For each decision tree T ∈ T , we construct a
DNF FT using a standard mapping from decision trees to DNF instances (see e.g.
[O’D14, Proposition 4.5]). More precisely, we call a root-to-leaf path P in T a valid
path if T produces a valid output assuming that T follows this path P . FT FT
contains, for each valid path P in T , a conjunctive clause CP . The set of literals in
CP correspond to the set of read nodes in P . More precisely, suppose u is a read
node in P with index iu, and v is u’s child and v ∈ P . If v is a left child of u, then
CP contains ¬xiu . Otherwise, if v is a right child of u, then CP contains xiu . We
set F =

∨
T∈T FT and the indices T are ordered according to ≺.

Let X = (x1, . . . , xn) be the variables corresponding to each bit of mem. That is,
let φ be such that φ(xi) = mem[i]. Given the update to mem, we update φ accordingly.
Suppose that P is the minimum index among all clauses in F where CP (φ) = 1. P
is a valid path of some decision tree T . It holds that T is the first decision tree T
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w.r.t. ≺ that produces a valid output when applied on mem. Suppose F (φ) = 0. It
follows that no tree T ∈ T produces a valid output.

Lemma 7.5. First-DNFdy is Pdy-reducible to DNFdy.

Proof. Let (F, φ) be an instance of First-DNFdy where F = C1∨· · ·∨Cm has n varia-
bles X = (x1, . . . , xn) andm clauses. We construct an instance of DNFdy (F ′, φ′) as
follows. Let F ′ have n+2 logm variables X ′ = (x1, . . . , xn, s

0
1, . . . , s

0
logm, s

1
1, . . . , s

1
logm).

We call the variables sbi the search variables. They are for “searching for the first
satisfied clause”.

F ′ has m clauses. For each j ∈ [m], we write the binary expansion of j =
j1j2 . . . jlogm. For each clause Cj in F , we construct

C ′j = Cj ∧
logm∧
i=1

sjii .

Let φ′ be such that φ′(xi) = φ(xi) for all i ∈ [m] and φ′(sbi ) = 1 for all i ∈ [logm]
and b ∈ {0, 1}. Given an update of φ, we update φ′ accordingly so that φ′ and φ
agree on X . As we set all search variables to 1, F (φ) = F ′(φ′). So if F (φ) = 0,
then we notice this by looking at F ′(φ′). But if F (φ) = 1, we need to find the first
index j where Cj(φ) = 1. We can do the following binary search trick.

We repeat the following from i = 1 until logm.

1. Set φ′(s1
i ) = 0 (i.e. all Cj ’s where j1 = 1 are “killed”).

2. If F ′(φ′) = 0, then there is no j where Cj(φ) = 1 and j1 = 0. Set φ′(s0
i ) = 0

and φ′(s1
i ) = 1 (i.e. all Cj ’s where j1 = 0 are “killed”).

3. Else, F ′(φ′) = 1, then there is j where Cj(φ) = 1 and j1 = 1. Set φ′(s0
i ) = 1

and φ′(s1
i ) = 0 (i.e. all Cj ’s where j1 = 1 are “killed”).

As in the above binary search, we always have a “preference” to the “first half”. So
we will obtain the first j where Cj(φ) = 1.

7.2 Reformulations of DNFdy

In this section, we define three problems (OVdy, Indepdy and Allwhitedy) which are
just different formulations of the same problem DNFdy. However, these different
views are useful for showing reductions between DNFdy and other problems.

We define a problem called the dynamic all-white problem (Allwhitedy):

Definition 7.6. In the dynamic all-white problem (Allwhitedy), we are first given

• a bipartite graph G = (L,R,E) where |L| = n, |R| = m and deg(u) =
polylog(m) for each u ∈ R, and

• each node u ∈ L is colored black or white
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Then, the color of each node in L can be updated. After each update, we ask
there is a node in R whose neighbors are all white.

Next, for a matrix V = (v1, . . . , vm) ∈ {0, 1}n×m, vj denote the j-th column of
V and nnz(vj) be the number of non-zero in vj . The following problem is called
the dynamic sparse orthogonal vector problem (OVdy):

Definition 7.7. In the dynamic sparse orthogonal vector problem (OVdy), we are
first given

• a matrix V ∈ {0, 1}n×m where nnz(vj) = polylog(m) for each j ∈ [m], and

• a vector u ∈ {0, 1}n

Then, each entry of u updated. After each update, we ask if there is a column
v in V orthogonal to u, i.e. uT v = 0.

Next, given a hypergraph H = (V,E). We say that a set S in independent in H
if there is no e ∈ E such that e ⊆ S. We define a problem called the independent
set query problem (Indepdy).

Definition 7.8. In the independent set query problem (Indepdy), we are first given

• a hypergraph H = (V,E) where |V | = n, |E| = m and |e| = polylog(m) for
each edge e ∈ E, and

• a set of node S ⊆ V

Then, the set S can be updated by inserting or deleting a node to/from S. After
each update, we ask if S is independent in H.

All three problems are the same problem with different representation, so it
holds that:

Proposition 7.9. An algorithm with the update and query time are at most O(u(m))
for any one of the following problems implies algorithms with the same update and
query time for all other problems:

1. DNFdy on an formula F with m clauses,

2. Allwhitedy on an graph G = (L,R,E) where |R| = m clauses,

3. Indepdy on a hypergraph H with m edges, and

4. OVdy on a matrix V ∈ {0, 1}n×m.

As the proof is very straightforward, we defer it to Appendix B.
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Dynamic
Problems

Preprocess Update Queries

Pagh’s problem
with emptiness
query

A collection X of
sets
X1, . . . , Xk ⊆ [n]

given i, j, insert
Xi ∩Xj into X

given i, is Xi = ∅?

Chan’s subset
union problem

A collection of
sets
X1, . . . , Xn ⊆
[m]. A set
S ⊆ [n].

insert/deletion an
element in S

is ∪i∈SXi = [m]?

Single source
reachability
Count (#s-reach)

a directed graph
G and a node s

insert/delete an
edge

count the nodes reachable
from s.

2 Strong
components
(SC2)

a directed graph
G

insert/delete an
edge

are there more than 2 strongly
connected components?

st-max-flow a capacitated
directed graph G
and nodes s and t

insert/delete an
edge

the size of s-t max flow.

Subgraph global
connectivity

a fixed
undirected graph
G

turn on/off a
node

is a graph induced by turned
on nodes connected?

(4/3− ε)-approx.
diameter

an undirected
graph G

insert/delete an
edge

is a diameter of G at most 3k
or at least 4k for some k?

ST -reachability a directed graph
G and sets of
node S and T

insert/delete an
edge

is there s ∈ S and t ∈ T where
s can reach t?

Table 3: Problems that are rankNPdy-hard.

7.3 rankNPdy-hardness of Some Known Dynamic Problems

In [AW14], Abboud and Williams show SETH-hardness for all of the problems in
Table 3. In their reduction, they actually show a Pdy-reduction from OVdy to these
problems 16. Therefore, we immediately obtain the following:

Corollary 7.10. All problems in Table 3 are rankNPdy-hard.

16For (4/3 − ε)-approximate diameter and ST -reach problems, they actually show a
stronger reduction from a dynamic version of the 3-OV problem, and not OVdy. But
OVdy is trivially reducible to this dynamic version of 3-OV.
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8 Hardness of DNFdy in RAM

We now consider the standard RAM model where each cell contains logarithmically
many bits. In this model, we can also define natural classes of dynamic problems.
For each complexity class in the bit-probe model defined in Section 3, we can define
an analogous class in the RAM model with two differences.

First, algorithms in the RAM model are uniform (i.e. the same algorithm hand-
les all instances of any size), while in the bit-probe model we have algorithm-
families. Second, we believe that it is natural to allow only poly(n) preprocessing
time, given an initial instance of size n in the preprocessing step. This is in contrast
with in the bit-probe model, where algorithms in the preprocessing step are deter-
mined by an arbitrary preprocessing function prep which corresponds to unlimited
time.

Given these two differences, it is clear how to give precise definitions and, to
avoid too much repetition, we show them in Appendix C. To distinguish classes
in the RAM and bit-probe models, we now write RAM− Pdy and Probe− Pdy to
denote the class Pdy in the RAM model and the bit-probe model respectively. We
do similarly for other classes (e.g. RAM− NPdy and Probe− NPdy).

In this section, we give a quick observation that, by assuming some conjectures,
lower bounds for the update time of algorithms for DNFdy follows easily. Our hard-
ness results are based on three conjectures: the strong exponential time hypothesis
(SETH) [IP01] and its nondeterministic variant (NSETH) [CGI+16], and the online
matrix-vector multiplication conjecture (OMv) problem [HKNS15].

Theorem 8.1. Let A be a dynamic algorithm for DNFdy such that, given an m-
clause formula A takes poly(m) preprocessing time. For any constant ε > 0, the
followings hold.

1. Assuming the OMv conjecture, the update time of A cannot be O(m0.5−ε).

2. Assuming SETH, the update time of A cannot be O(m1−ε).

3. Assuming NSETH, the update time of A cannot be O(m1−ε) even if A is
“nondeterministic” in the sense that will be made precise in Lemma 8.8.

As DNFdy ∈ RAM− NPdy, we obtain the following class separations:

Corollary 8.2. The following holds:

1. RAM− NPdy 6⊆ RAM− Pdy assuming the OMv conjecture or SETH.

2. RAM− NPdy 6⊆ RAM− coNPdy assuming NSETH.

The rest of this section is for proving Theorem 8.1. The reductions are quite
standard.
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8.1 OMv-hardness of DNFdy

Here, we show the hardness of DNFdy based on the OMv conjecture. It is shown
in [HKNS15] that the following variant of independent set query problem is hard:

Proposition 8.3 (Theroem 2.12 of [HKNS15]). Suppose that the OMv conjecture
holds. For any constant ε > 0, there is no algorithm A (in the RAM model) that,
for any n, can do the following:

1. Given an n-node (ordinary) graph G = (V,E), then A preprocesses in poly(n).

2. Then, given an online sequence of sets S1, . . . , Sn ⊆ V , decide if Si is an
independent set before Si+1 arrives, using total time O(n3−ε).

Given this, it is immediate how to lower bound the update time of any DNFdy
algorithm:

Lemma 8.4. Assuming the OMv conjecture, for any constant ε > 0, there is no al-
gorithm for the DNFdy problem on an m-clause formula with poly(m) preprocessing
time and O(m0.5−ε) update time.

Proof. Suppose there is such an algorithm. By Proposition 7.9, there is an algorithm
A for Indepdy with poly(m) preprocessing time and O(m0.5−ε) update time. Then,
we can solve the problem from Proposition 8.3 in time O(n3−ε) as follows. Given
an n-node m-edge G, then A preprocesses G in poly(m) = poly(n). Note that
m ≤ n2 as G is an ordinary graph. Then there are n phases. In the phase i, we
update the set S from the definition of Indepdy so that S = Si. At this point, A
returns yes iff Si is independent in G. As there are n updates in each phase, the
total time over all n phases is n× n×O(m0.5−ε) = O(n3−2ε). This contradicts the
OMv conjecture.

This implies Item 1 of Theorem 8.1.

8.2 SETH-hardness of DNFdy

The following variant of the orthogonal vector problem [Wil05] is shown to be hard
in the following sense:

Proposition 8.5 ([Wil05, AW14]). Suppose SETH holds. For any constant ε > 0,
there is no algorithm A (in the RAM model) such that, for any n, when A is given
U ∈ {0, 1}nc×d and V ∈ {0, 1}d×n where d = ω(logn) and c is some constant, then
A can decide whether U × V contains a zero entry in time O(nc+1−ε).

In other word, let ui and vi be the i-th row of U and the i-th column of V ,
respectively. We would like to check if there are i ∈ [nc] and j ∈ [n] where ui ·vj = 0,
i.e. ui and vj are orthogonal. Given Proposition 8.5, it is trivial to show the
hardness of DNFdy in the RAM model. A similar proof is shown many times in
previous literature (e.g. [AW14]). We include it for completeness.
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Theorem 8.6. Assuming SETH, for any constant ε > 0, there is no algorithm for
the DNFdy problem on an m-clause formula with poly(m) preprocessing time and
O(m1−ε) update time.

Proof. Suppose there is such an algorithm. By Proposition 7.9, there is an algorithm
A for OVdy with preprocessing time O(mc) for some constant c and O(m1−ε) update
time. Given U ∈ {0, 1}mc×n and V ∈ {0, 1}n×m, we use can A to decide if U × V
contains a zero entry in time Õ(mc+1−ε) when n = polylog(m). This contradicts
SETH.

The reduction is straightforward. We create an instance (V ′, u′) for OVdy as
follows. Set V ′ = V . As n = polylog(m), each column vi is sparse i.e. nnz(vi) =
polylog(m). So V ′ satisfies the condition in Definition 7.7. Then there are mc

phases. In the phase i, we update u′ so that u′ = ui and check if there is a column
v in V where u′T v = 0. If the answer is yes in any phase, then there is orthogonal
vectors u ∈ U and v ∈ V . As there are n updates in each phase, the total time over
all mc phases is n×mc ×O(m1−ε) = Õ(mc+1−ε).

This implies Item 2 of Theorem 8.1.

8.3 NSETH-hardness for DNFdy

The nondeterministic strong exponential time hypothesis (NSETH) is a nondeter-
ministic variant of SETH defined by Carmosino et al. [CGI+16]. By the same
reduction in [AW14], the following holds similarly to Proposition 8.5:

Proposition 8.7. Suppose NSETH holds. For any constant ε > 0, there is no
nondeterministic algorithm A (in the RAM model) such that, for any n, when A is
given U ∈ {0, 1}nc×d and V ∈ {0, 1}d×n where d = ω(logn) and c is some constant,
then A can decide whether U × V contains a zero entry in time O(nc+1−ε).

Here, when we say that a nondeterministic algorithm A can decide whether
decide whether U ×V contains a zero entry, we mean there for any U and V , there
is a proof πU,V additionally given to A so that A can verify if U × V contains a
zero entry or not (A must be able to verify in both cases).

Given Proposition 8.7, we obtain the following hardness for DNFdy problem by
the same proof as in Theorem 8.6 (so we omit the proof in this version):

Lemma 8.8. Assuming NSETH, for any constant ε > 0, there is no nondeter-
ministic algorithm for the DNFdy problem on an m-clause formula with poly(m)
preprocessing time and O(m1−ε) update time. More precisely, there is no algorithm
A such that following holds:

1. In preprocessing step, given an instance (F, φ) of DNFdy where F has m-
clause. Then A takes poly(m) time.

2. In each update step t ≥ 1, given an update to φ together with a proof-update
πt ∈ {0, 1}O(m1−ε). Then A takes O(m1−ε) time.
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3. For any sequence of updates to φ, there is a sequence of proof-updates, which
is inductively constructed, so that A can correctly decide if F (φ) = 1 in each
step.

This implies Item 3 of Theorem 8.1.

9 Completeness of DNFdy in RAM with Large Space

In Section 8, we previously show, assuming some conjectures, how to obtain very
high lower bounds of the update time of algorithms for DNFdy in the standard RAM
model when the algorithms have polynomial preprocessing time. In this section,
we argue that, even if we allow superpolynomial preprocessing time and space, it
is still unlikely that there is an algorithm for DNFdy with polylogarithmic update
time. We show this by transferring our completeness result in the bit-probe model
to a variant of the RAM model which allows superpolynomial space.

The relaxed RAM model. We consider a model which we call the relaxed RAM
model. This model is the same as the standard RAM model except one following
difference. When an algorithm in this model is given an instance of size m of
any dynamic problem D with instance-update size λ, we allow an algorithm to use
2poly(λ(m)) space. For example, as λ(m) = Θ(logm) for DNFdy and most dynamic
graph problems, algorithms can use quasi-polynomial space. As a consequence of
the fact that we allow 2poly(λ(m)) space, each cell in the memory is indexed using
poly(λ(m)) many bits. So we need to increase the number of the registers of the
CPU to be poly(λ(m)) (i.e. polylog(m) for DNFdy). This is just to enable the CPU
to random access any memory cell. Note that each cell still contains logarithmically
many bits as standard.

Complexity classes in the relaxed RAM model. For each complexity class
for dynamic problems in the RAM model, we can define an analogous class in
the relaxed RAM model. The only difference is just that we allow algorithms to
use 2poly(λ(m)) space and time when given a size-m instance of a problem D with
instance-update size λ. As the definitions are almost the same, we show them in Ap-
pendix C. We denote the class Pdy in the relaxed RAM model as relaxed-RAM− Pdy
and we do similarly for other classes.

The main result we prove this in section is as follows:

Theorem 9.1. If DNFdy ∈ relaxed-RAM− Pdy, then

relaxed-RAM− Pdy = relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy.
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As it is clear that DNFdy ∈ relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy, DNFdy is then a com-
plete problem for relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy17. Theorem 9.1 implies that, unless
relaxed-RAM− Pdy = relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy, there is no algorithm for DNFdy
with polylogarithmic update time, even when allowing quasi-polynomial space and
preprocessing time.

Consequences from relaxed-RAM− Pdy = relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy. We argue
why one might believe that relaxed-RAM− Pdy 6= relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy. Consi-
der the following problem: We are given a graph G with n nodes undergoing edge
insertions and deletions. Then, after each update, check if G contains a clique of
size at least s = polylog(n) in G. This problem is in relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy18.
Now, if relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy = relaxed-RAM− Pdy, then this implies that we
can do the following. Given an empty graph with n nodes, we preprocess using
quasi-polynomial space and time. Then, given an online sequence of arbitrary
graphs G1, G2, . . . with n nodes and m edges, we can decide if Gi contains a clique
of size polylog(n) in O(mpolylog(n)) time before Gi+1 arrives. This means that,
by spending quasi-polynomial time and space for preprocessing even without any
knowledge about a graph, we can then solve the polylog(n)-clique problem in near-
linear time, which would be quite surprising. Moreover, the same kind of argument
applies to every problem in relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy19.

The rest of this section is for proving Theorem 9.1. The proof is essentially
the same as the rankNPdy-completeness of DNFdy in the bit-probe model. This is
because all the reduction are readily extended to the relaxed RAM model.

9.1 Proof of the Completeness.
Suppose that DNFdy ∈ relaxed-RAM− Pdy. As all reductions in Section 7.1 extend
to the RAMmodel, there is an relaxed-RAM− Pdy-algorithmO for the First Shallow
Decision Tree (First-DTdy) problem (recall the definition from Section 6.1).

Let D ∈ relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy with instance update size λD. Let V be the
relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy-verifier for D. We want to devise a relaxed-RAM− Pdy-
algorithm A for D using V and O. The idea from now is just to repeat the reduction
which shows that First-DTdy is Probe− rankNPdy-hard Section 6.2. Most of the
reductions are readily extended to the RAM model. We only need to bound the

17It is easy to formalize the notion of reduction, hardness and completeness for these relaxed
classes on the RAM model, but we omit it because we don’t need this formalization and we will
give a direct argument for the proof of Theorem 9.1 below.

18In the preprocessing step, we check all set of nodes of size s trivially if they form a clique.
In each update step, given a proof indicating the set S of nodes forming a clique, we can check in
polylogarithmic time of S is indeed a clique. This show that the problem is in relaxed-RAM− NPdy .
By imposing the lexicographical order to all possible set S, it follows that the problem is in
relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy .

19We also note that the same argument, in the case where there is at most polynomial pre-
processing time and space, can be used to argue why one might not believe that RAM− Pdy =
RAM− NPdy .
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preprocessing time (which gives the bound for space). We describe how A works
as follows.

Preprocessing. In the preprocessing step, given an n-size initial instance I0 of
the problem D. A calls V to preprocess I0 which takes time 2poly(λD(n)). We
know that when V is given an input in each update step from now, V takes time
at most poly(λD(n)). Hence, the process how V works can be described with the
decision tree TV . By simulating V step by step and by branching whenever V reads
any cell in the memory, A can construct the decision tree TV in time 2poly(λD(n))

(as TV can contains at most 2poly(λD(n)) nodes). Now, we construct the collection
TV = {Tπ | π ∈ {0, 1}p(λD(n))} where Tπ is obtained from TV by “fixing” the
proof-update cell in memV to be π. See Section 6.2.2 for the same construction.

Next, we basically follow the same process as in Section 6.2.3. That is, we
construct an initial instance I ′ of the problem First-DTdy (recall the definition of
First-DTdy from Section 6.1) for feeding to the algorithm O. The approach is the
same as in Section 6.2.2. Let I ′ = (memI′ ,≺I′ , TI′) where 1) memI′ = memV(0) is the
memory state of V after V preprocess I0, 2)≺I′=≺n is the total order over possible
proof-updates π ∈ {0, 1}p(λD(n)) for V as defined in Definition 5.1, and 3) TI′ = TV .
Observe that the instance I ′ can be described using 2poly(λD(n)) bits, and I can
be constructed in 2poly(λD(n)) time as well. Now, we call O to preprocess I ′. This
takes time

2poly(λFirst-DTdy (2poly(λD(n)))) = 2poly(λD(n))

because λFirst-DTdy (m) = Θ(logm) for any m. In total the preprocessing time is
2poly(λD(n)).

Update. We follow the same process as in Section 6.2.3. That is, at step t, given
an instance-update u(It−1It) of the problem D, A does the followings:

1. A write u(It−1It) in the input-memory part memin
V of V.

2. A calls O |u(It−1It)| = λD(n) many times to update memI′ = memV .

3. O returns the guaranteed proof-update πt.

4. A calls V with input (u(It−1It), πt).

5. A calls O poly(λD(n)) many times to update memI′ = memV .

6. A outputs the same output as V’s.

As V always get the guaranteed proof-update, the answer from V is correct and so
it A. Now, we analyze the update time. Each call to O takes

poly(λFirst-DTdy (2poly(λD(n)))) = poly(λD(n)).
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The total number of calls is poly(λD(n)). So the total time is poly(λD(n)). Other
operations are subsumed by this.

To conclude, A takes 2poly(λD(n)) preprocessing time and poly(λD(n)) update
time, andA returns a correct answer forD at every step. Therefore, D ∈ relaxed-RAM− Pdy.
Hence, relaxed-RAM− Pdy = relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy.
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A Proofs: putting problems into classes

A.1 BPPdy

Proposition A.1. For any constant ε > 0, there is a dynamic algorithm that can
maintain the (2 + ε)-approximate size of min cut in an unweighted graph with n
nodes undergoing edge insertions and deletions with O(polylog(n)) update time. The
answer at each step is correct with probability at least 1− 1/poly(n). In particular,
the dynamic (2 + ε)-approximate mincut problem is in BPPdy.

Proof sketch. In [TK00], Karger and Thorup shows that a dynamic algorithm for
(2 + ε)-approximating size of min cut with polylogarithmic worst-case update time
can be reduced to a dynamic algorithm for maintaining a minimum spanning forest
in a graph of size n where the weight of each edge is between 1 and polylogn.
Kapron, King and Mountjoy [KKM13] show an algorithm for this problem with
polylogarithmic worst-case time and their algorithm is correct at each step with
high probability20.

A.2 NPdy ∩ coNPdy

We need to show an NPdy ∩ coNPdy-verifier for the problem. To ease the presen-
tation, we say that the proof at each step is given to the verifier from a prover P .
We think of ourselves as a verifier. At each step, the prover P claims the answer
of the current instance and must convince us that the claimed answer is true.

Proposition A.2. The dynamic cycle detection problem is in NPdy ∩ coNPdy.

Proof sketch. Let G be a dynamic graph with n nodes. We want to check if G
contains a cycle. In the preprocessing step, we compute a spanning forest F and
then implement the top tree data structure [AHdLT05] on F . So in this step, we
can answer if G has a cycle by ourselves. But after each edge update, there are two
cases.

20In [KKM13], they only claim that their algorithm can handle polynomial many updates. But
this restriction can be easily avoided using a standard trick of periodically rebuilding the data
structure.
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If P claims that G has no cycle, then P will tell us how change O(1) edges
of F so that F is still a spanning forest. Then P claims that 1) F ⊆ G (which
can be verified in O(1) time), 2) F is a forest (which can be verified using the top
tree in O(logn) time), and 3) F and G have the same number of edges (which can
be verified easily as well O(1) time). These three verifiable properties imply that
G = F is its own spanning forest. Hence, G indeed has no cycle.

If P claims that G has a cycle, then P will again tell us how to update F so
that F is still a spanning forest. Then P claims that F is such that F ⊆ G and
F is a forest. This can be verified in O(logn) as above. Additionally, P also gives
us an edge e and claims that e = (u, v) /∈ F where u and v are in the same tree in
F . This can be verified using the top tree in O(logn) time. But this implies that
indeed G has a cycle containing e.

A.3 rankNPdy

Similar to Appendix A.2, we need to show an rankNPdy-verifier for problems. We
say that the proof at each step is given to the verifier from a prover P . We think
of ourselves as a verifier. At each step, the prover gives us some proof-update. At
some step, the prover also claims that the current instance is a yes-instance, and
must convince us that it is indeed is the case.

Proposition A.3. The dynamic graph connectivity problem is in rankNPdy (and
hence in NPdy).

Proof sketch. Let G be an n-node graph undergoing edge updates. In the prepro-
cessing step, we compute a spanning forest F of G and then implement the top
tree data structure [AHdLT05] on F . After each edge update, the prover tells us
how to update F (using at most 2 edges) so that F is still a spanning forest. We
can verify that F is a forest in G using the top tree in O(logn) time. If F is not a
forest, then we output ⊥.

Given a query (u, v), we check if u and v are connected in F using the top tree
data structure in O(logn) time. If u and v are connected in F , then they are indeed
connected in G, as F ⊆ G. Conversely, if they are connected in G and the proofs
received so far is such that F is indeed a spanning forest, then u and v must be
connected in F . This shows that the dynamic graph connectivity is in NPdy.

To show that it is in rankNPdy, we need to specify a total order ≺ over the
proof-update (i.e. how to update F ) such that it is guaranteed that the first proof-
update w.r.t. ≺, that does not cause us to output ⊥, will guarantee that F is a
spanning forest. The order≺ just defined by order the proof-updates such that the
update that contains “inserting an edge in F” is before the update that does not.
Observe that, if we are given only the guaranteed proof-update, then F will indeed
be spanning because spanning forest of G is just a forest in G that contains as many
as possible.
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Proposition A.4. The dynamic (1 + ε)-approximate size of maximum matching,
problem is in rankNPdy (and hence in NPdy).

Proof sketch. We consider the gap version of the problem. Let G be an n-node
graph undergoing edge updates and k be some number. Let opt(G) be the size of
maximum matching in G. We say that G is a yes-instance if opt(G) > (1 + ε)k. G
is a no-instance if opt(G) ≤ k. Suppose that M is a matching of size |M | ≤ k. If
opt(G) > (1 + ε)k, it is well-known that there is an augmenting path P for G of
length at most O(1/ε). Now, our rankNPdy-verifier works as follows.

In the preprocessing step, we compute the maximum matching M of G. After
each edge update, the prover gives us an augmenting path P toM of length O(1/ε).
We can verify that P is indeed an augmenting path for M . Otherwise, we output
⊥. If it is an augmenting path, we can augment P to M in O(1/ε) time trivially. If
our matching M is of size |M | > k, then we (as a verifier) output yes. Otherwise,
we output no.

If opt(G) ≤ k, then obviously we always output no. If opt(G) > (1 + ε)k and
the prover so far always gives us the augmenting path of length O(1/ε) whenever it
is possible, then it must follow that |M | > k and so we will output yes. This shows
that this problem is in NPdy.

To show that it is in rankNPdy, we need to specify a total order ≺ over the
proof-update π such that it holds that the first proof-update w.r.t.≺ that does not
cause us to output ⊥ (i.e. π is an augmenting path) will guarantee that |M | > k
whenever opt(G) > (1 + ε)k. The order≺ can be trivially defined such that any
non-empty path is before an empty one.

Proposition A.5. The following dynamic problems from Table 2 are in rankNPdy
(and hence in NPdy)

• subgraph detection,

• uMv,

• 3SUM, and

• planar nearest neighbor.

Proof sketch. The general idea for showing that the above problems are in rankNPdy
is as follows. The prover says nothing when the current instance is a no-instance.
When the current instance is a yes-instance, the prover just gives the whole certi-
ficate which is small and can be verified quickly to us. This would show that the
problem is in NPdy. To show that it is in rankNPdy, we can just impose the lexico-
graphical order to the proof and, whenever we reject (i.e. output 0), we output ⊥
instead.

(subgraph detection): Let G be the dynamic graph that we maintain. If, at
any step, a graph H occurs as a subgraph of the graph G, then the prover us give
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us the the mapping which maps nodes and edges of H to the subgraph of G. As
|H| = polylog(G), this can be verified quickly.

(uMV ): After each update, if uMv = 1, then the prover gives indices i and j
and we check if ui ·Mij · vj = 1.

(3SUM): After each update, if there are a, b, c ∈ S where a + b = c, then the
prover just gives pointers to a, b and c.

(planar nearest neighbor): We consider the decision version of the problem.
Given a queried point q, we ask if there is a point p where d(p, q) ≤ k for some k.
After each update, if there is a point p where d(p, q) ≤ k, then the prover gives the
point p to us and we verified that d(p, q) ≤ k in O(1) time.

B Reformulations of DNFdy: proof

Proposition B.1 (Restatement of Proposition 7.9). An algorithm with the update
and query time are at most O(u(m)) for any one of the following problems implies
algorithms with the same update and query time for all other problems:

1. DNFdy on an formula F with m clauses,

2. Allwhitedy on an graph G = (L,R,E) where |R| = m clauses,

3. Indepdy on a hypergraph H with m edges, and

4. OVdy on a matrix V ∈ {0, 1}n×m.

Proof. We will show how to map any instance of each problem to an instance of
another problem. It is clear from the mapping how we should handle the updates.

(1 → 2): Given an instance (F, φ) of DNFdy where F has n variables and
m clauses, we can construct G = (L,R,E) where |L| = 2n and |R| = m. We
write L = (l1, . . . , l2n) and R = (r1, . . . , rm). If a clause Cj contains xi, then
(l2i−1, rj) ∈ E. If Cj contains ¬xi, then (l2i, rj). If φ(xi) = 1, then l2i−1 is white
and l2i is black. Otherwise, l2i−1 is black and l2i is white. It is easy to see that
F (φ) iff there is a node in R whose neighbors are all white.

(2 → 3): Given an instance G = (L,R,E) of Allwhitedy where nodes in L are
colored, we construct a hypergraph H = (V,EH) where V = L and, for each j, the
edge ej of EH is a set of neighbors of rj in G. Let S ⊆ V be the set corresponding
to white nodes in L. It holds that S is not independent in H iff there is a node in
R whose neighbors are all white.

(3 → 1): Given an instance (H,S) of Indepdy where H = (V,E) where V =
(v1, . . . , vn) and E = (e1, . . . , em), we construct a formula F with variables X =
(x1, . . . , xn) and m clauses. For each ej ∈ E, we construct a clause Cj where Cj
contains xi iff vi ∈ ej . For each vi ∈ S, we set φ(xi) = 1, otherwise φ(xi) = 0.
Therefore, F (φ) = 1 iff S is not independent in H.

(2 � 4): Given an instance G = (L,R,E) of Allwhitedy where nodes in L are
colored, the corresponding instance of OVdy is the matrix V ∈ {0, 1}n×m where V is
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a bi-adjacency matrix of G, i.e. vij = 1 iff (li, rj) ∈ E. The vector u corresponds to
all black nodes i.e. ui = 1 iff li is black. It hols that a node rj ∈ R whose neighbors
are all white iff rj has no black neighbor iff a vector vj ∈ V where uT vj = 0.

C Definitions of (Relaxed) Complexity Classes in the RAM
model

Definition C.1 (Class RAM− Pdy). A decision problem D with instance-update
size λ is in RAM− Pdy iff there is an algorithm A such that, for any n, we have:

1. In the preprocessing step, A is given an initial instance I0 of size n. Then, A
takes poly(n) preprocessing time.

2. In each update step t ≥ 1, A is given an instance-update u(It−1, It) of size
λ(n). Then, A takes poly(λ(n)) update time.

For any instance sequence (I0, . . . , Ik) of D, for each t where D(It) 6= ⊥, A outputs
D(It) at step t.

We say that A is a RAM− Pdy-algorithm for D. If A can instead takes 2poly(λ(n))

preprocessing time, then we sayD ∈ relaxed-RAM− Pdy andA is a relaxed-RAM− Pdy-
algorithm for D.

Definition C.2 (Class RAM− BPPdy). A decision problemD with instance-update
size λ is in RAM− BPPdy iff there is an algorithm A such that, for any n, we have:

1. In the preprocessing step, A is given an initial instance I0 of size n and a
uniformly random string r0 ∈R {0, 1}poly(n). Then, A takes poly(n) prepro-
cessing time.

2. In each update step t ≥ 1, A is given an instance-update u(It−1, It) of size
λ(n) and a uniformly random string rt ∈R {0, 1}poly(λ(n)). Then, A takes
poly(λ(n)) update time.

For any instance sequence (I0, . . . , Ik) of D, for each t where D(It) 6= ⊥, A outputs
D(It) at step t with probability at least 1− 1/nc for any constant c.

We say that A is a RAM− BPPdy-algorithm for D. If A can instead takes
2poly(λ(n)) preprocessing time, then we say D ∈ relaxed-RAM− BPPdy and A is a
relaxed-RAM− BPPdy-algorithm for D.

Definition C.3 (Class RAM− NPdy). A decision problem D with instance-update
size λ is in RAM− NPdy iff there is an algorithm A such that, for any n, we have:

1. In the preprocessing step, A is given an initial instance I0 of size n. Then, A
takes poly(n) preprocessing time.

2. In each update step t ≥ 1, A is given an instance-update u(It−1, It) of size
λ(n) and a proof-update πt ∈ {0, 1}poly(λ(n)). Then, A takes poly(λ(n))
update time.
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For any instance sequence (I0, . . . , Ik) of D, the following holds.

1. There is (π1, . . . , πk) which is inductively constructed (defined below) such
that, for each t where D(It) = 1, then A outputs 1 at step t.

2. For any (π1, . . . , πk) it holds that, for each t where D(It) = 0, then A outputs
0 at step t.

A proof sequence (π1, . . . , πk) is inductively constructed if there is some mapping
f : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ where πt = f(I0, . . . , It, π1, . . . , πt−1) for each t ≥ 1.

We say that A is a RAM− NPdy-verifier for D. If A can instead takes 2poly(λ(n))

preprocessing time, then we sayD ∈ relaxed-RAM− NPdy andA is a relaxed-RAM− NPdy-
verifier for D.

It can be proven that:

Proposition C.4 (Class RAM− NPdy ∩ RAM− coNPdy). A decision problem D
with instance-update size λ is in RAM− NPdy ∩ RAM− coNPdy iff there is an al-
gorithm A such that, for any n, we have:

1. In the preprocessing step, A is given an initial instance I0 of size n. Then,
A takes poly(n) preprocessing time.

2. In each update step t ≥ 1, A is given an instance-update u(It−1, It) of size
λ(n) and a proof-update πt ∈ {0, 1}poly(λ(n)). Then, A takes poly(λ(n)) up-
date time.

For any instance sequence (I0, . . . , Ik) of D, there is (π1, . . . , πk) which is inducti-
vely constructed (defined as in Definition 3.3) such that for each t where D(It) 6= ⊥,
Vn outputs D(It) at step t.

We say that A is a RAM− NPdy ∩ RAM− coNPdy-verifier for D.

Definition C.5 (Class RAM− rankNPdy). A decision problem D with instance-
update size λ is in RAM− rankNPdy iff there is an algorithm A such that, for any
n, we have:

1. In the preprocessing step, A is given an initial instance I0 of size n. Then, A
takes poly(n) preprocessing time.

2. In each update step t ≥ 1, A is given an instance-update u(It−1, It) of size
λ(n) and a proof-update πt ∈ {0, 1}poly(λ(n)). Then, A takes poly(λ(n))
update time.

Moreover, there is a total order ≺n over {0, 1}poly(λ(n)) such that, for any instance
sequence (I0, . . . , Ik) of D, the following holds. 21

21Note that ≺n does not depend on the sequence (I0, . . . , Ik).
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1. There is (π1, . . . , πk) called the guaranteed proof-sequence such that, for each
t where D(It) = 1, then A outputs 1 at step t.

2. For any (π1, . . . , πk) it holds that, for each t where D(It) = 0, then A outputs
0 or ⊥ at step t.

The guarantee proof sequence (π1, . . . , πk) w.r.t. (I0, . . . , Ik) is defined inductively
as follows: for t ≥ 1, πt is the first w.r.t. ≺n such that A does not output ⊥ when
A is given (u(It−1, It), πt) as input.

We say that A is a RAM− rankNPdy-verifier for D. If A can instead takes
2poly(λ(n)) preprocessing time, then we say D ∈ relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy and A is
a relaxed-RAM− rankNPdy-verifier for D.

D An Issue Regarding Promise Problems and
Pdy-reductions

Even Selman and Yacobi [ESY84, Theorem 4] show that there is a promise problem
P where P ∈ NP ∩ coNP but P is NP-hard under Turing reduction (see also the
survey by Goldreich [Gol06]). As Pdy-reduction can be viewed as a dynamic version
of Turing reduction, in this section, we prove that there is an dynamic problem with
similar properties:

Theorem D.1. There is a promise problem D such that D ∈ rankNPdy∩rankcoNPdy
but D is rankNPdy-hard.

Before proving, we give some discussion. This seemingly contradictory situati-
ons, for both static and dynamic problems, are only because the reduction can “ex-
ploit” don’t care instances of a promise problem D. If D does not contain any don’t
care instance, then Theorem D.1 cannot hold assuming that rankNPdy 6⊆ coNPdy.

Suppose by contradiction that D ∈ rankNPdy∩rankcoNPdy, D is rankNPdy-hard,
and D does not contain any don’t care instance. Proposition 4.3 (3) implies that
rankNPdy ⊆ NPdy∩coNPdy, contradicting the assumption that rankNPdy 6⊆ coNPdy.
In other words, assuming that rankNPdy 6⊆ coNPdy, this explains why we need the
condition that D does not contain any don’t care instance in Proposition 4.3 (3).

Now, we prove Theorem D.1.

Proof. The proof are analogous to the statement for static problems in [ESY84,
Theorem 4]. The problem D is the problem where we are given two instances
(F1, φ1), (F2, φ2) from the DNFdy problem. (F1, φ1), (F2, φ2) is a yes-instance if
F1(φ1) = 1 and F2(φ2) = 0. It is a no-instance if F1(φ1) = 0 and F2(φ2) = 1.
Otherwise, it is a don’t care instance. At each step, we can update either a variable
assignment φ1 or φ2. It is easy to see that this problem is in rankNPdy∩rankcoNPdy.
Now, there is a Pdy-reduction from First-DNFdy to D essentially by using the same
proof as in Lemma 7.5. So we omitted it in this version.
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